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•Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness

Rape Awareness Week starts Monday
By John Humphrey
Staff Writer

Education of both sexes will be the
goal next week as the Rape and Sexual
Assault Awareness Program gets underway Monday at the University of Maine.
The series of events, sponsored by Student Services, will try to inform students
about a very real danger,here and elsewhere
in the nation.
"Rape and other sexual violence is
very much a problem here at UMaine,as it
is at every other university across the
country," said Sheri L. Cousins, Residential Life Program Coordinator for Student
Services and Co-chairperson of the Rape
and Sexual Assault Awareness Program
Committee. Ruth Lockhart, a health educator at Cutler Health Center co-chairs the
committee with Cousins.
"Eight out of 10college women say they
have been the victims ofsome sort ofsexual
violence," Cousins said."We need to worry

about these numbers."
"Rape is a life-changing experience, it
ruins lives," Cousins stressed,"and because
we know this we have to help."
A variety of material, including video
displays and handouts, will be available in
Memorial Union from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
each day.
Events will include speakers,discussion
sessions, films, and a self-defense demonstration.
Cousins gave special mention to the
Hands Off! Let's Talk speech , to be given
by Keynote Speaker Bob Hall. The speech
will be held on Monday at 10 a.m. at the
University College and at 7 p.m. in the
Damn Yankee of the Memorial Union.
"Hall has a good message for men and
women on dating., and he's been very effective in the past," said Cousins.
The film Drearnworlds: Desire/Sex/Power In Rock Video, which will be shown
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.in the Bangor Lounges
at the Union, also received praise.
"Please tell people that this is a very

powerful movie," Cousins said. "It elicits
strong emotions in the viewer."
The United Against Rape March , a candlelight vigil and march sponsored by the
University of Maine Women's Center and
Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Program Committee, will meet Thursday at
6:30 p.m. in front of Fogler Library.
Monetary awards will be presented on
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Bear's Den for
the best Rape Awareness banners. Banners
can go up starting on Monday and will be
judged in two categories; residential halls,
and a fraternity/sorority division. Banners
should stick to the themes ofrape and sexual
assault awareness.
A self-defense lecture and demonstration will be given by Tracey Smith, an
experienced martial artist, in the Bangor
Lounge at 2 p.m. on Friday. It is intended
to help women reduce the risk of sexual
assault.
A conference for high school and college
staff will be at UMaine on September 16
entitled, "Rape and Sexual Assualt Among

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT
AWARENESS WEEK
StudAnts: Creating Awareness, Reducing
the Risks."
Cousins urged all students to take part in
the weeks events and felt they would benefit
from the experience.
"Each of these events has something to
offer people," Cousins said. "They are all
learning experiences."

•University services

MaineCard has new look,new
functions,new possibilities
By Melissa Adams

wave of the future.
provides authorization for students
The term "MaineCard," previ- when they take advant
age of their
ously understood by many only as Comprehensive Fee
benefits. Such
It has only been in existence in the debit program,
actually has benefits include picking up tickets
it's popular form for a year, but the three functions
- identification, at the Maine Center for the Arts
MaineCard debit program is quick- authorization and
access,said Eli- and the athletic office.
ly becoming the norm for students ot Estabrook, admini
strative sysThe final purpose of Maineat the University of Maine.
tems coordinator in charge of Ma- Card is access as
a debit card for
Procedural and aesthetic chang- ineCard.
students using food service facilies have altered it slightly from last
Along with serving as official ties on campus. Estabr
ook said
semester, but students are quickly I.D. for University
faculty, stu- there has been a significant inrecognizing MaineCard as the dents and staff, Maine
Card also crease since last semester. Currently, 2,000 students, not including residents, with meal plans are
taking advantage of MaineCard.
Although new at UMaine,debit card functions are currently being used at campuses across the
country in various capacities.
"What's happening around the
country is a student will deposit a
certain amount of money (which)
they can use to buy tickets, food,
do laundry and all other kinds of
things," Estabrook said.
"We're at the very beginning
stages of it, but hopefully we'll be
able to provide a lot more (in the
future)," he said.
The main purpose of the debit
system is a convenience to students so they don't have to carry
cash, he said.
Originally created four years
ago as the Estabrook 500 plan, the
debit system was revamped to it's
popular form in fall 1990. As the
Estabrook 500 plan, residents of
The MaineCard has seen many changes in the last four years.
See CARD on page 20
Staff Writer

•Presidential search

$25,000 consultants to
work for search committee
By Michelle Hike!

According to Wood,the consultants arrived at the Orono
campus Wednesday afternoon
A lot has transpired over the at 3 p.m. Paulson,for
unknown
course of the week.
reasons, was scheduled to leave
Dr. George W. SVood, chair Thursday afternoon,
while Alof the presidential search com- ton and Bromert will
not leave
mittee, had previously reported until Friday evenin
g.
that two consultants, hired by
During their stay, the conUMaine to assist in its presiden- sultants are schedu
led to meet
tial search,were scheduled to visit with community leader
s, adthe Orono campus this Wednes- ministrators, facii,t
y members,
day. He now says there are three and students to aterm
ine the
coming to UMaine.
needs of the campus and the
According to Wood,the error qualities the UMaine commu
niresulted because final verifica- ty most desires in a univer
sity
tion on the consultants was not president.
received until late Moriday afterThe cost of tpe services pronoon.
vided by the ASCS was previWood has identified the con- ously reported to be
$23,000,
sultants as Bruce Alton. former plus $2-4,000in travel
and lodgpresident of Rocky Mountain ing expenses. Wood
now says
College in Montana. Jane Bro- the cost of the search
program is
mert, dean of continuing educa- $21,300, plus $3,00
04,000 in
tion at the University of South expenses. He estimates UMain
e
Dakota; and Stanley Paulson, will pay ASCS a total of
S25,000.
former dean of the College of
When asked how the univerLiberal Arts at Pennsylvania State sity was paying for the ASCS'
s
University and former vice pres- services, Wood said the
money
ident for academic affairs at San "does not come out of
the uniFrancisco State.
versity budget, but from the
Wood indicated the consult- Chancellor's budget."
ants visiting the Orono campus
Wood indicated that the
this week are membersofa Wash- Chancellor's budget is
comington-based program called the prised mainly ofENG
money,or
Academic Search Consultant Ser- money given by the
State Legisvice(ASCS),a company that has lature, and gift money
"to be
assisted UMaine in previous presSee SEARCH on page 12
idential searches.
Staff Writer
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• 14 Dead in commuter plane crash
• Life Alert sued for false advertising
• US soldier attacked during anti-American rally

•Tragedy
•Anti-US Protests

Stallings, famed plastic s
found dead; apparent suicurgeon
ide
JOHNSTON,Iowa(AP)
— Dr. James Stallings, a pla
stic surgeon whose work
was depicted in a TV movie,
was found dead Wednesda
y
aft
er apparently shooting
himself, authorities said.
He was 53.
Stallings wrote several boo
ks on plastic surgery, the
"Why Me?" The book wa
best known of which was
s made into a 1984 TV mov
ie.
It chronicled his work to
repair the face of Neola
May Harmon, who was
disfigured in an auto acc
severely
ident, and the relations
hip that developed betwee
married in 1971 and div
n them. They
orced five years later.
Stallings was a pioneer in
laser surgery and develop•
ed a voice restoration meth
after voice box reconstructi
od for use
on.
He drew sharp criticism in
the 1970's in becoming on
e of the first doctors to adv
a practice now common am
ertise,
ong specialists.

II

•Cheap Entertainmen
t

US military policeman attacked by
angry South Korean students
SEOUL,South Korea(AP)— Angry South Kor
eans beat and stoned U.S.
soldier\
early today in a sweet dispute near a U.S. military
base in the northern outskirts
of
Seoul.
Three people including an American milita
ry policeman suffered
minor
injuries, reported Yonhap. the South Kore
an news agency.
Students staged an anti-U.S. protest
in the southern port city of Kwangju.
The incident
in Seoul began when U.S. military pol
ice apprehended two American
soldiers who
allegedly attacked a Korean outsid
e their base, the report said.
About 100 Koreans gathered on the sce
ne,some demanding the two Ame
ricans be turned
over to South Korean police, Yonh rep
ap
orted. The crowd began beatin
g and stoning the
American military police, smashi wi
ng ndows of a U.S.jeep and a guardp
ost, the report said.
Yonhap did not give further det
ails, and comment from South
Korean and U.S
authorities was not immediately ava
ilable.

WorldDigest

Stallone sues tabloid
over impotence story
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— He-man actor Sylvester Stallone filed a $2
5 million libel suit agains
t
a tabloid that said he beca
me impotent from steroid
use and received a surgic
al implant to correct the
problem.
The lawsuit against the Mon
treal-based News Extra
was
filed Wednesday in Superi
or Court.
An Aug. 12 story said
that the star bulked
up with
steroids for the "Rocky
" films, then underwent
implant
surgery "in order to save
a relationship."
A call to News Extra off
ices in Montreal went una
nswered late Wednesday.
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•Plane Crash

Commuter airplane
crashes killing all aboard
EAGLE LAKE,Texas(A
P)— A twin-engine
commuter airplane crashe
d and burned today in •"I've fallen an
d I can't get up"
southeast Texas, killin
g all 14 people aboard au•Killing
thorities and witnesses sai
d.
The Continental Expres
s commuter plane, en rou
te to
Houston form Laredo,
crashed shortly after 10
a.m
.
abo
ut
seven miles southeast
of Eagle Lake, a town
of
4,0
00
in
Colorado County about
75 miles west of Housto
n.
Farmer Charlie Labay,76,
SANTA RUSA, Calif.
said he was out in a filed
(AP) — A provider
with
his two sons when the acc
of
ho
me
emergency medical ale
ident occurred.
DETROIT (AP) — A
rt systems marketed
convicted murderer
"I heard a loud explosion
to
the
eld
erl
wh
y
is
o
," he
the
had smuggled a hand
tar
get
"M
of
y son said,'Look,
a $2 million lawsuit
gu
n
into hisjail cell shot
Daddy, there's a ball
accusing the company
and killed a Wayn
of firer it was just spi
of high-pressure and
e
nning and leading sal
Co
un
ty
coming straight down."
sheriffs sergeant
mises tactics.
during a transfer to
a
sta
te
pri
son this morning.
He said there was anothe
Life Emergency Respon
officials said.
r explosion when it hit
se Inc., based in Cha
tsworth, is
the named in a suit fil
ground.
Sgt. William Dic
ed Wednesday in Sono
kerson, 52, was pronou
ma County Superior Court by district
Mike Cox, spokesman
nced dead at
Det
roi
t Receiving Hos
for the Texas Departmen
attorneys in eight
pital, said Wayne Co
counties. State Rob
t of Attorney Genera
Public Safety, said tro
unty Sheriff
ert Ficano. He wa
l Dan Lungren joined
opers on the scene indica
s a 23-year departmen
the suit.
ted there
were 12 fatalities; earlie
The suit alleges that Lif
t veteran.
The inmate was a
r, he had said there wer
e
Ale
rt
use
21
d
-year-old man who had
a high-pressure,
e 14 dead. deceptive
Darius Brisco,a part-time
pitch to sell the system
been senten
ced
on
reporter for KULM Radi
a first-degree murder
to the aged and dis
o and an
conviction and was awaitambulance driver, said
abled. ing transf
"One 80-year-old woman
he counted 13 bodies.
er to the State Pri
was subjected to a
son of Southern Michig
six-hour Jackso
sales presentation," sai
"The plane wreckage
an at
n, sheriffs sp
d Jeffrey Holtzman,a
is scattered over quite
ok
es
a large - ty deputy dis
wo
So
man Nancy Mouradian
no
area," said Jim Buckner,
ma
Co
un
- His name wa
trict attorney.
said
administrator of Eagle
s not immediately
Lake Hospital.
released.
The lawsuit accuses the
Pol
ice
company of mis
coaxed him to turn
representation abo
over the gun about 7:2
in claiming its systems
A physician from the hos
ut three hours
0 ain .
were more reliable
pital went to the scene,
after the shooting, she
Buckner 911 system
than the public
said, but was unable to
sai
d.
s and its staff had bac
Th
help.
e
inm
ate was being hel
kgrounds in law enf
d on the third floor of
ment and air traffic con
The ground around the
orce- when the
the jail
wreckage was not burned
trol.
tra
nsfer began about
but the
plane itself was reduce
4:15 a.m, and a sheriff's
"Pe
opl
e are paying a lot of mo
dep
uty
d to a charred hull, and
not
iced the man had
ney for something
the victims' could get
a gun, Mouradian sai
bodies were mostly bad
they
by dialing 911," sad sta
"The officer's
d.
ly charred.
te
Dep
uty
instinctive reaction
Attorney Gen- sec
eral Laura Kaplan.
The plane was an Embrae
was to attempt to
ure the gun,"
r Jetlink E-120,a twin-e
Mouradian said.
ngine
turboprop, according to
The Life Alert system is
the Federal Aviation Adm
Mouradian said she
an electronic device
ini
was unsure how the
str
a- company employees
tion.
that alerts into
inmate got a gun
to call emergency
his cell.
dis
pat
che
rs. It costs
$1,700 to $5,000,plus
maintenance charges,
the lawsuit says.

Maker ofLife Alert
system named in lawsu
i

Wayne County deput
t shot to death by in y
mate
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WorldNews

• Soviet Union pulls troops ou

t of Cuba

• US State Department praises

troop pullout

•Soviet- Cuban relati
ons

Cuba angered by announcemen

By lssac A. Levi

Associated Press Writer
Mexico City (AP) — Cub
a is angrily
criticizing Mikhail Gorbachev'sp
lan to withdraw thousands of Soviet
troops from the
hard-line nation accusing him
of"inappropriate behavior" for fail
ing to discuss it
beforehand with Havana.
Swiftly reacting just hours after
the Soviet
president's announcement
Wednesday in
Moscow,Fidel Castro's gove
rnment also disputed the number of Soviet troo
ps Gorbachev
said were inthe Caribbean isla
nd nation.
Gorbachev's announcement followin
ga
meeting with Secretary of Stat
e James A.
Baker 111 removes a major irrit
ant in U.S. -

Soviet relations, thus improving Mos
cow's
chances ofgetting desperately need
ed Western aid and loans.
It is another blow to Castro's 31-y
earold government, which has stepped
up rationing of consumer goods this year
after
sticking to hard-line Communist
policies
despite losing billions of dollars in
Soviet
support in recent years.
Gorbachev, however, gave no timetable for the pullout or would say whet
her
the reduction would affect a hug
e electronic intelligence-gathering facility
outside Havana.
In a statement Wednesday from Havana,
the Castro governmentcomplained that
Gorbachev's remarks "were not preceded
by

Baker calls withdrawal'a substant

ial step'

By Donald M. Rothberg

than previous Western estimates. INsc
losure in 1979 of the presence of the Sovi
et
brigade in Cuba was one of several fact
ors
Moscow (AP) — Secretary of Sate
that led to withdrawal of the SALT 11
arms
James A.Baker III said today Sovi
et Pres- control treaty from Sena
te consideration.
ident Mikhail S. Gorbachev's prom
ise to
Another factor in the death of that
remove Soviet combat troops from
Cuba agreement was the Sovi
et invasion of
was "a very substantial step."
Afghanistan in late 1979.
At a joint news conference
with GorGorbachev cited Afghanistan as one
bachev, Baker said the decision "Wil
l be of the outstanding foreign
policy probvery important in terms of public
opinion lems on which he hoped
to see increased
in the United Sates." His statemen
t sug- cooperation between the
United States
gested that removal of Soviet troo
ps from and the Soviet Union.
the island 90 miles from the U.S.
coast
Soviet troops have withdrawn from
would make Americans more willing
to Afghanistan and Gorbachev said
he hopes
see U.S. aid go to the Soviets,
to accelerate moved toward democrac
y in
Baker said recent moves toward dethat country.
mocracy and economic reforms
in the
Gorbachev said he and Baker also
Soviet Union "enhanced opportunitie
s on "agreed to cooperate, as befo
re, on the
both the political and economic sides."
Middle East, specifically to advance
toGorbachev said the Soviet Union"Wil
l ward a peace conference."
soon begin discussions with the Cub
an
On Cuba. Gorbachev said the Soviet
leadership about withdrawal of a Sovi
et Union wanted to maintain "mut
ually bentraining brigade."
eficial commercial relations with Cuba
."
The Soviet president said there were
He said Cuba exports sugar, citrus
and
11,000 troops in the brigade,afigure high
er nickel to the Soviet Union.
AP Diplomatic Writer
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t ofSoviet troop pullout

consultations or any advance warning,
" and would make U.S.economic
aid to the Sovithat "constitutes inappropriate beha
vior."
ets more likely.
The Foreign Ministry statement,carr
ied
Last year, soviet officials began remo
by theCuban government news agen
vcy Pren- ing special trade term
s for Cuba and cut
sa Latina, also complained that Gorb
achev economic aid to the Soviets
more likely.
didn't even allude to the fact that the
United
Last year, Soviet officials began remo
States has naval base - Guantanam
vo - on ing special trade term
s for Cuba and cut
Cuban terrilory.
economic aid, which recent U.S.
governGorbachev talked about removing a
train- ment estimates say drop
ped to about $3.5
ing brigade based outside Havana
and num- billion from about $5
billion annually a few
bering about 11,000 without sayi
ng how years ago.
many were soldiers, dependents or
support
Castro has insisted he would clin
g to
personnel. He said talks with Cuba
"on this orthodox Communism
,despite public prodmatter will begin in the immediate
future." dings by Soviet officials
during the past four
The Cuban statement said the num
ber years to liberalize his regime.
was much lower, calling the soviet
military
Castro in power since his revoluti
on toppresence in Cuba "essentially symb
olic." it pled rightist dictator Fulg
encio Batista in
did not give a figure for the Soviet
force.
1959, has had close relations with
Moscow
A Moscow correspondent for the
official since the abortive U.S. backed Bay of Pigs
Cuban newspaper Granma, Pedro
Prada, invasion in 1961.
said the reductions would not include
advisSoviet leader Nikita Ithrushchev depl
oyed
ers, but he didn't elaborate.
nuclear missiles in Cuba. leading to
a standWestern independent, government
and off with President John F. Ken
nedy in Octomilitary analysts have been estimati
ng the ber 1962that many historia
ns say broughtthe
number of Soviet troops in Cuba at 6,8(
X)to world to the brink of nuclear
war.
7,700- about a third of them soldiers
, a third
Khrushchev withdrew the weapons
but
advisers, and a third intelligence
analysts won U.S. agreement to set
up the "training
monitoring the United States.
•
brigade" that reportedly now is arme
d with
President Bush has said reducing Sovi
et armored personnel carriers,
anti-tank and
aid to Cuba and cutting defense spen
ding anti-aircraft missiles.

All members ofour campus community
are invited to attend an open forum an
d discuss

Remodeling Plans
for the
Memorial Union
September 16, 3:15pm September
19, 3:15pm
Damn Yankee
Ford Room
Memorial Union
Memorial Union

TOPICS
• Creation ofa new and exciting Nod
mall in conjunction with the
Damn Yankee in the Memorial Uni
on building.
• Conversion ofthe existing bowling
alley, billiards room, and arcade
into a new space designed for a CIT
computer cluster, expanded Maine
Bound Services, a new game/vending
area, and the University ofMaine
Credit Union.

FACILITATORS
Jon Lewis
Director, Residential Life Dining
Services and Co-chairperson
the Ad Hoc Memorial Union
Committee

or

Dwight Rideout
Assistant Vice-President and Dea
n
ofStudent Services;
Co-chairperson ofthe Ad Hoc
Memorial Union Committee

Stop by and
share your ideas'with us.

g.

Ce-
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;
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•Middle East

Hopes for hostage release gr

ows after Israel releases

By Ahmed Maniash

Sheik Mohammed Hussei
n Fadlallah, Wednesday it had rece
ived "irrefutable ev- said freed prisoner Hussein Issa
spiritual mentor to Hezbollah
,42."1 want
, which is be- idence"that ser
vic
eme
Rahamim A lsheikh to see my wife and three chil
n,
lieved to be an umbrella for
dren
."
the pro-Iranian was dead. Alsgei
kh had been missing since
hostage-holding factions, said
Israel also returned the remains
Nabaliyeh,Lebanon after Isra
the
of nine
rele
ases
198
6
and confirmation of his death would Shiite Mus
el freed 61 and repatria
lim guerrillas killed in clas
tions "creates an atmospher
Lebanese prisoners and han
hes
e
lea
ve
ded over the conducive
six Israeli soldiers missing.
with Israeli forces, at the Rosh
to positive results."
remains of nine guerrillas in
Han
ikr
a
Lub
rani,asked why Israel had freed some checkpoin
exchange for
Fadlallah, who spolee to
t on the Israel-Lebanon bord
word that one of its servic
reporters in Arab prisoners wit
er,
emen was dead.
hout word on the fates of the bodies arrived in
Beirut, said he expected mov
pine wood coffins
The Israeli move was seen
ement on the all the missin
as a crucial hostage issu
ser
g
vicemen, said: —This aboard three Israeli
e as a result, but did not pred
arm
trucks.
break in the hostage stalemat
y
ict cannot be done in one shot and ther
e, heightening any timetabl
efore we
Each coffin was carried by four
e.
prospects for a broad swap inc
Israeli
take it step by step. Whenever we have som
luding the rest
Israel's chief hostage nego
e soldiers to the checkpoint, on a clif
of Israel's dead and missin
tiator, On
f overprogress we will respond."
g servicemen, Lubrani,also
looking the Mediterranean. Ten bod
expressed optimism about pros
more Arab detainees and
ies were
The 51 prisoners were freed from Khiam rec
the 11 missing pects for
an
eived by members of the inte
overall settlement in the wak
Westerners.
e of jail in Israeli-controlled sout Leb
rnat
ional
h
anon,run by Committee of the Red Cto
Wednesday's "positive omen."
U.N. Secretary-General Javi
ss assisted by
Israel's allied militia.the South Lebanon
er Perez de
"We all hope this is the beg
Army. members of the Lebanese Red
Cuellar was"very encourage
inning of a
Cross. They
The prisoners were handed over at the
d" by the day's process whi
were to be turned over to the
ch
will end with the solution
developments, his spokes
families for
, southern Lebanon villager of Kta
man Francois once and
r Libnit on burial.
for all,of the tragic problem of
Giuliana said.
our the edge ofIsrael's self-proclai
POWs and MIAs and of the Wes
med security
The Red Cross took the nine
Perez de Cuellar met Wednes
tern hostag- zone.
bodies by
day with es," he told a
amb
ulance from the border town of
new
s
conference in Tel Aviv.
Iranian officials in Tehran, but
NaqpuTwe
nty
his spokes-ni
ne
of
the
freed prisoners were ra to the southe
The missing westerners
man gave no details about
rn port city of Lyre, whe
include five taken by the
the talks.
re
Red
Cro
ss to the Lebanese they were handed
Americans,three Britons,two
In Washington,the Bush
over to representatives of
Germans and army barracks
administration an Italian.
in
sou
th Lebanon's market Hezbollah, bel
The longest held is Americ
welcomed the latest moves.
ieved to an umbrella gro
an town of Nabatiyen. Report
"We are very Terry And
up
ers were told that for the hostage hold
ers
on,
chi
hopeful that this has ramifica
ef Middle Fast corre- the
ers.
other 22 freed prisoners, includin
tions that are spondent
for The Associated Pres
g five
Hezbollah sources in Lyre, spe
helpful to the hostage situatio
s, who women, remained insi
aking on
n," said White was kidnap
de the security zone condition of
ped March 16, 1985.
House spokesman Marlin Fitz
anonymity, said the bodies
bec
aus
water.
e
thei
fami
r
lies
live
in that area.
Israel said in a military
would be taken to a mosque in
communique
southern
"May god be praised. It's all over now
," Beirut.
Associated Press Writer

I

Anyone interested in writin •South Africa
g
Grenade attack kills 12in South
or The Maine Campusshou
ld Africa despite
Mandda-de Klerk talks
call Jill at x3061.
By Barry Renfrew

side a migrant workers hostel.
At a nearby railway station,atta
ckers fired
on early morning commuters
, leaving three
Tokoza, south Africa (AP) —
Attackers dead and six wou
nded on the station platform.
threw a hand grenade into a
commuter bus Authorities
fou
nd
50 cartridges from AK-47
carrying blacks today during a spat
e ofattacks assault rifles,
Malherbe said.
that claimed at least 12 lives
in a renewal of
Also a white woman was
black factional fighting.
killed, and a
police officer and his wife inju
The violence came hours afte
red,
when the
r President three stopped
their vehicle to investigate an
D.W. de Kleit and black
nationalist leader attempted
car hijacking at the Phola
Nelson Mandela held emerge
Park
ncy talks Tues- squatter cam
p on the edge of Tokoza.
day night to try to stop viol
All
ence that has left three wer
e hit by gunfire, Malherbe
more than 100 people dead
said.
since Sunday.
The overnight police unrest
De Kierk'sgoveming National
report listed
Party,Man- an addition
al six deaths in other tow
dela's African National Con
nships
gress and the around
Johannesburg, but gave few
lnkatha freedom Party are
details.
expected to sign a
Asked who was responsible
peace treaty Saturday, but
for the Tokoit is given little za
attacks, Malherbe said "We've
chance of success. The late
got no idea
st surge of vio- at this
stage." He said all were carr
lence is again expected
ied out by
to delay de Klerk's blac
k men.
attempts at political reform.
At least 20 armored secu
Police spokesman Col.
rity force vehiFrans Malherbe cks
patrolled Tokoza in a bid
confirmed six deaths in a
to prevent
series of vicious furt
her clashes. Heavily armed
attacks today in Tokoza,a
troops formed
township 12 miles a defe
nsive line around Phola Par
southeast of Johannesburg
k, which is
where the fighting ring
ed with razor wire.
broke out three days earl
ier.
Most residents of the spr
Two people died and six
awling, squalid
people were camp bel
ong to the Xhosa tribe and
seriously injured when a
support
grenade was hurled the
ANC. But the thousands
onto the moving bus, which
of men in the
then careened out
adjacent workers hostel
of control and plowed into
are Zulus who sup pedestrians out- port
Inkatha.
Associated Press Writer
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The Sandman
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t"
Sandman: The Doll's House
"Best Writer"
Neil Gaiman
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"Dream Country"
Issues *17-20
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• Supreme Court nominee avoids questions
•California Senate passes bill barring gay job

on abortion

discrimination

• Vigilantes attack drug dealer

•Supreme Court

Thomas questioned about abortion,affirmat

ive action

WASHINGTON(AP).— Supreme
Court intent of Congress while interpreting
civil opinion on the landmark 1973 abortion decinominee Clarence Thomas said
Opponents say such a "natural law"theoWednesday rights law that have long been
regarded as sion even though he had cited the
he was"very, very pained" by
case in ry could be invoked to outlaw
the thought of requiring affirmative
abortion.
action hiring.
hack-alley abortions and insist
several speeches and articles.
ed he would
Thomas said that his writings about natuThom
as
said
he
would
follo
w
the
intenhave an open mind as a justice
"!can't believe that all of this was done in ral law
about keeping tions of lawmakers and added
were part of an attempt to "ask the
that his criti- a vacuum,in the absence of any clear
medically safe abortion legal.
consi
dbasic
quest
ion of how do you get rid of
cisms ofCongress and ofSupreme Court deci- eratio
n of Roe vs. Wade,"Leahy told Thomas. slave
He declined under persistent quest
ry" and rally conservatives to a more
ioning to
say whether he believed the Const
aggressive civil rights stance.
itution protected a woman's right to end her
'The issue of civil rights is something that
pregnancy.
On the second day of his Senate Judic
has affected my entire life," said Thomas,referiary
Committee confirmation hearings.
ring as he had on Tuesday to his upbringing in a
Thomas
was immediately confronted on the
poor black family in the segregated South.
issue by
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio
"I was looking at natural law not as an
.
Metzenbaum pressed for his view and
effort to undermine or destroy individual freeThomas refused to say how he would
doms in our society," he told Sen. Alan Simpvote on
challenges to the 1973 Supreme Court
son, R-Wyo.
deci- sions were made when he chaired the Equal
Metzenbaum,whoopposed Thomas when
sion legalizing abortion.
Since moving from the EEOC to the fedEmployment Opportunity Commission.
the
Senat
e confirmed him as a federal judge eral bench
To answer that question "would under
,Thomas said he had "put away the
"I advocated as an advocate, and now I last year.
told reporters that Thomas' refusal speeches, put
mine my ability to sit in an impartial
away the policy positions" and
way on will rule as a judge," Thomas said.
to answer the abortion question "makes it
such an important case," he said.
no longer talks about natural law or any other
Thomas recalled that during the era when more
difficult to vote for him."
"I have no reason or agenda to prejudge
public issue.
abortions were barred by law "you heard the
Sen.
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz., said he
the issue. . . or a predilection to rule one
"I have no agenda."Thomas said."I don't
way hushed whispers about illegal abortions
and thought Thomas "handled the privacy quesor another on the issue ofabortion," he added
have
an ideology to take to the court to do all
. the individuals who performed them in a lesstions very well" without taking a stand on sorts
Thomas, who would become only the
of
things."
than-safe environment."
abortion."I don't see how you could ask him
second black justice in history after repla
On
civil
rights,Thomas said,"We all have
cing
"Ifa woman is subjected to an environment to do
anything more."
Thurgood Marshall, was also asked why
to
do
as
much
as possible to include members
he like that, on a personal level, certainly. I am
Thomas was also pressed on whether he of my
had criticized Supreme Court decisions uprace
in
society. At the same time, you
very, very pained by that," Thomas said. "I had
undergone what Metzenbaum called a don't want
holding affirmative action programs to remeto
discr
iminate against others."
think any ofus would be. I wouldn't want to see "conf
irmation conversion" when on the first
dy discrimination.
'Ther
e
is
a
real
tensi
on there, the line that
people subjected to torture of that nature."
day of his hearings he disavowed his earlier
SenArlen Spector,R -Pa.,expressed conI
drew
was
the
line
that
said you shouldn't
Sen. Patrick Leahy„ D-Vt., expressed advoc
acy of using natural, or higher, law have prefe
cern about whether Thomas would respect the
rences or goals and timetablls" for
surprise at Thomas' insistence that he had no princi
ples to interpret the Constitution.
hiring minorities, Thomas said.

"I have no reason or agenda to prejudge the
issue [of abortion]."
-Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas

•Civil Rights

California may ban employers
from discriminating against gays
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — The
state Senate has approved legislation that
would ban job discrimination against homosexuals in most instances. setting the
stage for a difficult veto decision by Gov.
Pete Wilson.
The Senate's 25-10 vote Wednesday sent
the bill back to the Assembly, which passed a
broader version in June and was expected to
approve the revised bill today.
"Anyone with a sense of elementary fairness recognizes that everybody is entitled to a
job,ifthey are willing to work and ifthey have
the ability to do that job," said Senate President Pro Tern David Roberts, a Democrat
from Los Angeles.
Wilson, a Republican, said earlier this
year he probably would sign the measure. But

there has been strong opposition to the bill
from the GOP's right wing.
Bill opponents have threatened to put the
issue on next June's ballot through a referendum, which could create problems for the
man Wilson appointed to succeed him in the
U.S. Senate, Sen. John Seymour.
Seymour,a moderate,is running in June's
Republican primary againstconservative Rep.
William Dannemeyer.
A gay rights measure on their ballot could
bring out more conservative GOP voters who
would support Dannemeyer. Wilson spokesman James Lee said the Senate race would not
affect the governor's decision. "I don't think
we're going to factor a lot of politics into it
because it would be a disservice tojudge a bill
on extraneous political issues," Lee said.
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•War on drugs

•Health

vigilantes charged Estrogen reduces risk of
vvith assault against'dealer' heart disease in older women
NEWPORT, N.H.(AP)— A 19-y
ear- reallit into their group.
BOSTON,MA(AP)— Taking estrogen es' Health Study at Bri
gham and Women's
old Newport man found beaten
and near
pills after menopause cuts in half the risk of Hospital in Boston
"I think it was limited to these two
, which is following the
death was the victim of anti-drug
who
vigilan- just elected to term
serious heart disease, the leading killer of health and habits of
themselves 'DDK,'
48,470 post-menopaustism by two men who founde
d a secret perhaps with intentio
olde
r women,according to the largest study al nurses.The study was
ns to get more friends
society against drug dealers, poli
published in Thursce allege. involved," he mid.
ever conducted on the subject.
"I just don't believe it
day's New England Journal of Medicine
Donald Brown Jr., 23,of New
.
London. was widespread."
Though already widely recommended,
Most major studies have found that
and Aaron Wheeler,19,ofUnity,are
escharged
the use of estrogen supplements is still con- trogen help kee
Pierce was too injured to talk so
s
p women's hearts healthy.
with beating David Pierce on Moth
police
er's Day had few leads until
trov
ersial, in part because the treatment also But some dou
Whee
ler's former girlbt remains, largely because
and leaving him for dead at an
of
abandoned friend, Heather Love
increases the risk of two forms of cancer.
ll,came forward.
a report released six years ago by the long
covered bridge in a remote part of
Newport.
However,the new study supports the belief running Fra
In a June 7th statementto Soucy.
mingham Heart Study. The
Lovell
Police allege Brown and Wheelerfor
med a said Brown and Wheele
of many specialists that the benefits of estro- Framin
r borrowed her car
gham researchers concluded that essecret society called the Drug Dealer
Killers,or the night of the crime
gen
after menopause far outweigh its hazards. trogen raises
and when they reDDK,and selected as their fast targ
the risk of heart trouble rather
et Pierce, turned,described assa
About 20 percent of post-menopausal than redu
ulting Pierce and said
whom they believed was a drug push
ces it.
er.
U.S. women use estrogen. If more took the
they did it because they consider
However, Dr. Peter Wilson, who
ed him a
According to police reports and
directgrand drug dealer.
hormone, "there is a potential for a very
ed the Framingham research, now con
jury indictments in Sullivan Cou
cedes
nty Superilarge public health impact in reducing hear
Soucy said Pierce has not been char
t that those findings don't apply to the
or Court,the two assailants pick
ged
ed upPierce with anything.
estrodisease," said Dr. Meir Stampfer."It wou
ld gen pills currently in use. His stud
hitchhiking the night of May 12
y was
and took
translate into many tens of thousand
Court records show Lovell has
s of based on women who took estrogen
him to the I20-year-old bridge.
filed
in the
premature deaths that could be postpone
charges ofsecond degree assault
and crimd." late 1960s and early 1970s, when
There, they repeatedly hit and
typi
kicked inal threatening against
cal
Dise
ases of the heart and circulatory dose
Wheeler, whom
Pierce,struck him with a broken flag
s were much higher.
pole and she said threatened
sys
tem
kill nearly 500,000 U.S. women anto kill her unless she
smashed his head with a large rock
He said most heart specialists believe
before agreed to give him an
-that
nually, twice as many as die of canc
alibi for the night.
throwing him onto the rocky river
er.
mod
ern use of low-dose post-menopausal
bed 15 feet
Bro
Stam
wn
pfer
and Wheeler face charges
's finding is based on the Nurs- trogen
below, according to indictments.
of
is probably cardio-protective."
attempted murder, conspiracy to
com
Fishermen found Pierce unconsci
mit
ous the murder and first-degree
assault. Both have
next day. His skull was fracture
d, his brain pleaded innocent
•Chicken plant fire
to the charges.
damaged and his ribs and hands
broken.
Sullivan County Attorney Marc
Hatha"It was a very violent crime," New
port way said Pierce spent
three weeks at DartDetective Sgt. Alan Soucy said
Wednes- mouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center in Haday."It was very brutal."
nover and nearly a month at
Northeast
Soucy said it was believed to be an
act of Rehabilitation Center in
Salem. He still in
anti-drug vigilantism based on
reports by undergoing physical
therapy for brain dampeople the suspects tried unsucces
sfully to age, Hathaway said
.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A surv
ivor of plant.
last's week chicken plant fire in
North CaroSurvivors have complained that
lina who watched 25 of his coplant
workers die managers kept exit
doors locked to prevent
said today he is telling the story
to Congress employee theft.
You're invited to attend
"to bring out that we need more
inspectors"
Quick said today that weeks ago
to ensure worker safety laws.
,he tried
to get a key since he had to use
an exit door
"People shouldn't have to die
like that," frequently to take
out trash, but managers
Bobby Quick,26,said before
appearing at a told him the doo
r would be kept locked to
House Education and Labor Com
mittee hear- "keep the flies
out."
ing on the fire.
"I think this is going to bring out
Quick,a maintenance man at
that we
the poultry need more insp
ectors in North Carolina...
plant in Hamlet, NC'., kick
Families and friends of the universi
ed in a locked Quick said
ty can choose from a wide
.
door so he and half-dozen
variety
of programs including:
others could esIn
ope
nin
g the hearing, Rep. William
cape the black smoke and
fire. Before he Ford,D• Organizational Fair on the Mall
Mich
.,the panel's chairman,said it
succeeded, leaving a footprin
t to be found was the
• President's Welcome and
committee's role to ensure that
later, women were desperately
trying to push workers are
UMaine Football game with
protected.
out on air conditioner in the
wall
, he said.
"From all I have seen and read
liMass
"We could have been in
so far
that death toll. this basi
• Maine Center for the Arts
c American right was not
For a few seconds, I felt
being
like were going to met,
and as a result, we have suff
performance of Junge Deutsche
be. God just wouldn't let
ered this
me give it up,and hist
orical industrial tragedy,"
Philharmonic with Yo-Yo Ma
I didn't want to give it up,"
said Ford,
said Quick, a whose
• Open Houses around cam
father died in an industrial plan
father oftwo who earned $5.
pus
t
25 an hour at the fire in
• The Hudson Museum's
1946.
Southwestern Celebration
• Antiques, Collectibles, and
Craft
Market in the Field House
• Taava Miina Exhibition
at the
Musuem of Art
• Special opening dedication
of
the
If your handy with a
keyboard and
Doris Twitchell Allen Vill
age
loo
kin
g
to
ear
n
a
little extra cash, why
• IlMaine Varsity Baseball and
not become a typesette
Men's And Women's Soccer
r for The Maine
Games
Campus?
• Imagination Through Hypnos
is
The hours are flexible,
in Hauck Auditorium the work is
straightforward, and you
Lobster Feast sponsored by the
don't need
Men's Varsity Swim Team
work-study.
• Free Movie featuring Danc
er
Come in or give us a cul
l today. If
with Woll,es

Fire survivor wants to testify
before congressional committee
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• Workers comp issue raised again by insurance companies
• Democrats and Republicans unite to oppose Medicaid cuts
• Portland businessman accused of laundering drug money

•Workers Comp

Political battle over cost of worker's comp resumes
By William C. Hidlay
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND(AP)— The political battle
over reducing workers' compensation insurance costs reopened Wednesday as state regulators began trying to determine if rates
should be raised or cut.
Maine's acting insurance superintendent,
Jeri Brown, immediately came under fire
when a top labor lawyer started a three-day
hearing by questioning whether she could
rule impartially on the rate case.
As acting superintendent, Brown will set the
new workers'compensation insurance rates.The
hearing is aimed at determining,through testimony from insurance experts, whether rates should
be increased, kept the same or decreased as a
result of the Legislature's overhaul of Maine's
workers' comp system.
The National Council of Compensation
Insurance,representing insurance companies
in 36 states, contends that rates should be
increased by about 22 percent. Butan unlikely
coalition involving the Maine AFL-CIO,business groups and the state public advocates
office is lobbying for rates to be reduced by as
much as 30 percent because of the Legislature's actions.
"The Legislature mandated this special
hearing in order to gain the lower rates that
should come from lowered costs," said
Patrick McTeague,an attorney for the AFLC10. "Now, we're going to see if the
payoff of reduced- rates is going to be
achieved. ... Past history has shown this
.isn't likely to happen."
McTeague contended that former insurance Superintendent Joseph Edwards was
deeply involved in the McKernan administration'sefforts to win worker'scomp changes and couldn't have ruled impartially on the
rate case..

He asked retired state supreme court jus- Civic Center.
tice Edward Godfrey,the hearing's presiding
McTeague said he wanted toquestion Brown
officer, tci hear evidence on whether Brown to find out if she helped the McKernan adminisalso was involved in the fight between the tration estimate how much money would be
Republican adminis- saved from the workers' comp overhaul.
tration and the Dem—To the extent that she was involved in
ocratic-control led those decisions on that prediction of the result
Legislature over of the law changes, she is not an impartial
workers' comp re- decision-maker," McTeague said as the hearforms. Brown was ing opened.
named acting superMcTeague warned Godfrey thatifhe didn't
intendent after Ed- grant the subpoenas "these proceedings will
wards resigned last suffer from the possible appearance of premonth to start a con- judgment and they may, in fact, suffer from
sulting business.
pre-judgment."
If Brown also was
"We run the risk of a partial or partisan,
deeply involved in rather than an impartial, decision and we
the partisan dispute, McTeague argued, she certainly will have suspicion in this very
wouldn't be impartial enough to rule on the contentious area and will certainly not avoid
case and should excuse herself.
the appearance of impropriety," McTeague
Brown, who responded at Godfrey's re- contended.
quest, said she had not been involved in any
Godfrey, who served on the state's highworkers' compensation issues over the past est court for seven years before he retired in
three years in her position as a deputy insur- 1983 and is currently dean emeritus at the
ance superintendent.
University of Maine Law School,stressed as
"I do not believe I have any bias in this the hearing opened that he would not decide
case at all, or prejudice," she said. "I didn't the rate case.
have any discussions with former SuperintenRather, he said he would decide what evident Edwards. ... I come to this case totally dence should be admitted during this week's
objective, having had no discussions about hearing, which is, in effect, the second and final
(the first phase ofthe rate case)or anything to
do with the Legislature."
McTeague also tried unsuccessfully to
subpoena Brown and Susan Collins,commissioner of the Department of Professional and
Financial Regulation, to testify at length on
the dispute over Brown's impartiality.
Godfrey, who was recruited by Brown to act
as the presiding officer at the hearing and rule on
legal questions. denied McTeague's request.
But he granted the labor attorney's motion
to subpoena Edwards to testify Friday,the last
day of the hearing in the Cumberland County

c/t

phase of a review begun earlier this year.
In June, Edwards disclosed that insurers
would be entitled to a rate increase of 14
percent, or $42 million, if he were to have
decided the case based on law that existed
before the Legislature approved its overhaul.
In its original filing last December,the insurance industry sought a nearly 30 percent
increase.
Now,Brown must determine whether the
14 percent increase is justified after the Legislature's actions,if a smaller increase should
be granted or if rates should be lowered.
The workers'comp overhauI wasapproved
after a protracted stalemate between leaders
of the Democratic majority in the Legislature
and the Republican governor.
McKernan linked legislative action on
workers' comp to his approval of a new state
budget. His refusal to sign the new budget led
to an unprecedented government shutdown
for nearly three weeks in July.
The Legislature made such changes in the
system as authorizing independent medical
examiners to assess workers' injuries and
their capacity for work. It also imposed limits
on lump-sum payments to lawyers, encouraged injured workers to find medically suitablejobs and cut off benefits for those unwilling to work.

GOLDSMITH's
Sporting Goods

OUTLET STORE
50-70% off every day

Unde Funky's Music Shop
Now Open in Orono!
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Uncle Funky rS i
Musk
2 Mill Street
Orono, Maine
866-5837
Monday - Saturday 12:00p.m.-5:30p.m.

j e't

Name Brand...
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10 N. Main St. Old Town
10 am -5 pm Monday-Friday
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•Federal Funds

Martin,McKernan leading fight agai Me
nst dicaid changes
By Peter Jackson

veiled the proposal Tuesday, warn
ing that it population," he said.
providers are reimbursed for the spec
could force hospitals to close and
ial taxes
make womMartin, D-Eagle Lake, said the legisla- and the state pockets
en and children ineligible for
the
diff
eren
ce.
Medi
AUGUSTA (AP)— Amid its
caid.
tors' conference was drafting a letter to Bush
most seriThe "tax and match" strategy, a
"For more than two years, we
ous financial problems in rece
major
hav
e
aske
d
express opposition to both the substance element
to
nt memory, Congress and the
of this year's budget balancin
administration to work with and
Maine stands to lose at least $73
g in
timing of the proposal. It would take Maine,is expected
million in us to address the
to generate $84 millionin
long-term problems in the effe
federal matching funds unde
ct Jan. I, midway through Maine's fiscal Maine for the fisc
r a proposed Medicaid
al year that started in July
programs, but the response has
change in Medicaid reimburs
year
.
ement rules.
and $73 million for the next fiscal year
been new mandates,not long-ter
, said
m solutions,"
The plan could deprive about thre
"We're basically saying, 'look, let's talk state hum
e dozen he said.
an Services Commissioner
states of more than $3 billion next
Roll
in
about this'," Martin said in a telephone inter- Ives.
year, and
"Now the states' ability to fina
Maine Gov. John R. McKern
nce
this view from his home in northern Maine.
an and House ever-growing
Although Martin said half of this
burden is also being underSpeaker John L. Martin are at the
year's
States that would be affected by the pro- appropriatio
forefront of mined," added
n and all of next year's appropri
the Republican governor.
a budding, bipartisan campaign
posal have exploited existing law by collect- atio
to block the
n arejeopardized by the proposed
Also on behalf of the NGA,
change. McKeman chairs the
chan
McK
ge,
eni
an ing special taxes or "voluntary donation
Human Re- sent a letter to all
s" Ives said he is fairly confident this
the governors, urging them
sources Committee of the nati
year's
from hospitals and other Medicaid provid- mon
onal Gover- to express oppo
ey can be preserved as a result of pend
siti
on to the changes to mem- ers.
nor's Association and Martin is
ing
Maine imposed a special tax on hospi- amendm
the president bers ofCongre
ents to the state Medicaid plan
ss and the Bush administration.
of the National Conference of
that
tals.
State Legislaare awaiting federal approval.
"It is crucial that we personal
tures. Both groups are organizing
ly educate
The extra revenue is then added to the
opposition both Congress and
Still, Ives acknowledged that the
the
administration as to the amount
to the proposal.
first of state money earmarked for Medic- year funds
irreparable harm this (proposa
are not guaranteed and that
l) will have aid. The federal gov
McKernan issued a statement on
even
ernment matches that the loss of the sec
behalfof upon the health care
ond-year funds would
services the states are amount
the NGA after the Bush admi
on a sliding scale — in Maine's case, leav
nistration un- able to prov
e "at least a $73 million hole in
ide to this nation's Medicaid
our
the state receives double what it puts up—
the budget."
Associated Press Writer
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•Crime

Reputed drug dealing may have

laundered profits in antique store

PORTLAND,ME(AP)—A Kitt
ery man
As a result of Doyle's plea, the
who allegedly ran an antiques
federal
business to government seiz
ed his waterfront home,four
launder profits from a major dru
g-dealing cars, $319,000 in
cash and an antiques coloperation in southern Maine
remains free lection valued
at more than $250,000.
while awaiting sentencing on
charges of
In addition to taking Doyle's
cocaine possession and tax evas
property,
ion,
the government has moved to
seize a buildClifford Doyle, who pleaded guil
ty last ing owned by his
parents in Portsmouth,
week in U.S. District Court,
faces up to $2 N.H., eve
n though they have not bee
million in fines. No sentenci
n
ng date has charged with any
crime,
been set.
Authorities say that Doyle ran
his an-

tiques business - A Touch of Class on
the
first floor of the building and his
parents
lived on the third floor,
Federal agents alleged that Doyle laun
dered the profits from his drug-de
aling operation through the antiques business
,
Although Doyle pleaded guilty last
Friday, the U.S. District Court agre
ed to seal
the records from his case because
the government is investigating othe
r people in

connection with the drug-dealing
operation.
But the U.S. Attorney's Office says
the
files were made available by mist
ake Tuesday to the Portland Press Herald.
The government's files allege that
Doyle
began dealing drugs in the Portsm
outh area
around 1970 after graduating fro
m high
school. For the next 20 years,
selling drugs
was his main source of income
, the government alleges.
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•Education

UMaine to help
set up Bulgarian
university
By Jill Berryman
Staff Writer
Change is a prominent factor in Eastern
Europe these days, and the University
of
Maine is doing its best to become a
part of
it.
The American University In Bulgari
a
will be opening its doors to students on
Sept.
30,1991. UMaine has played a key role
in
the development of AUBG.
The AUBG will start off the semester
with 200 students, 12 faculty members
and
six courses.
Those courses offered .include Introduction to Anthropology, Introduction to
Politics, Modern World History and Statistics.
In October 1990, UMaine was approached by the Bulgarian Initiatives Committee to aid in the establishment of an
American university in Blagoevgrad, a city
of about 70,000 residents.
A UMaine team consisting of Interim
President John Hitt, Associate Vice President Marisue Pickering, Director of Financial Management Dr. Charles Rauch,
Executive Assistant to the President Edward Laverty and Director of the International Programs Office Dr. James Sherburne visited Bulgaria for further investigation.
Upon recognition of desire and commitment to the program by key people and
institutions in Bulgaria, the team deduced a
university in Bulgaria would be beneficial
to the people of that area.,
"This opportunity gives UMaine the
chance to take a leadership role in an international arena," Pickering said. "It will enhance us in many different areas."
"It is going to give us opportunities for
our faculty to go over to Bulgaria," she said.
The curriculum and faculty was selected
by the UMaine Curriculum Development
and Faculty Selection Committee for AUBG.
which consists of UMaine faculty and administration.
Laverty has been named the interim president for the period of one year. During that
time he is on an unpaid leave of absence
from UMaine.
"The committee has done a remarkable
job in putting together a curriculum in this
short amount of time," Rauch said.
Funding for this program will come primarily from tuition, the United States and
Bulgarian governments and foundations.
According to Rauch,the start up money
is coming mostly from the two governments.
The campus will initially consist of
three buildings which were previously
owned by the Communist Pvy. Ownership ofthe buildings was transferred to the
city council of Biagoevgrad for the use of
the AUBG.
Hristina Stoilova, a Bulgarian student
studying at UMaine, feels many things
will improve with the development of
AUBG.
"Maybe there will be better equipment
available," StoilOva said. "With people
coming from the United States,the interaction with the people will be better for both
sides."
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•AIDS

Child with AIDS welcomed by classmates

PORTLAND,ME(AP)- Parents of students at an elementary school have welcomed a first-grade student with AIDS and
her mother, and have thanked them for being open about the disease.
Some of the more than 100 parents who
attended a meeting on Autum Aquino's entry into Reiche School wiped away tears
While the girl's mother,Theresa Dannemiller, described how her 6-year-old daughter
was born with the virus that causes AIDS.
Autum later was diagnosed with AIDS
and likely will die from the disease.
"I never want any family to live with
what I'm living with, and that's having a
child who will never grow up," Dannemiller
told the other parents who attended the meeting.
Autum first learned she had AIDS five
months ago when she overheard her stepfather, Timothy Dannemiller, talking about

sending her to a summer camp for other
children with the disease.
Mrs. Dannemiller, who has the virus that
causes AIDS but not the disease itself, said
her daughter then decided not to keep the
disease secret when the family moved from
Bangor to Portland this summer.
After Dannemiller told school officials
when she enrolled Autum at Reiche, they
informed parents by letter that there was a
child with AIDS in the school and began
providing them with information about the
disease.
Geoff Beckett, an AIDS specialist with
the state's Bureau of Health,said two pupils
in Maine under the age of 13 have been
diagnosed with AIDS. Officials believe
Autum and her parents are the first family in
Maine to talk about the problem publicly.
At Wednesday's meeting, Louise Beal,
whose son Nathan is in Autum's class,

thanked the family for talking publicly about
the disease.
"I never in a million years thought(AIDS)
would touch me. I guess I was living in a
dream world. . . Thank you," she said.
Dr. Owen Pickus, an AIDS specialist
from Brighton Medical Center, stressed to
the parents that their children are not at risk
by being around Autum.
"It's very, very safe to be in the same
environment with someone who has AIDS
as long as you don't do drugs or have (the
person) as a sexual partner," he said.
Denise Herrick said she supported Auturn and her family, but just wanted to hear
from a doctor that her son Darin, 1 I, was not
in danger.
"I think it's a tragedy that she has it and
is only 6 years old, but she deserves a chance
like any other child. I won't take my son
out," she said.

WHAT A RUSH!
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LambdaChiAlpha
Meet the brothers and associates of Lambda Chi Alpha!
*Pre-game BBQ Saturday, September 14th at 11:00 a.m.
at the tailgate area behind bleachers.
*Ultimate Frisbee Sunday, September 15th at 2:00 p.m.
on the Mall. Information session afterward.
*Touch Football Wednesday, September 18th at 6:00 p.m.
on the Mall.
For more information call Kevin Waterman at 866-0017.
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•Presidential Search

Presidents

us

Since Dale Lick's departure in May, the
University of
Maine has decided to invest roughly $30
,000 in a Presidential search.
In these troubled financial times it see
ms odd that
UMaine can find that much money to con
duct marketing
research in an effort to find a new admi
nistrative leader.
Reportedly, two consultants will visit our
campus and
interview administrators,faculty, students
and community
representatives in an effort to determin
e what traits are
desirable in a president.
It sounds like UMaine may end up bein
g run by a
presidential prototype who won't offend any
one. With the
difficulties facing the University and the
State, we need a
strong leader who isn't afraid to step on peop
les' toes if it's
in the best interest of the institution. Wha
t we really need is
a President who is committed to the students
,the University,
and its future.
With faculty down 7.3 percent since Janu
ary of 1990,it
seems even more incredible that this muc
h money is available for a presidential search for which,
supposedly, nothing is being sacrificed. A first-year faculty
member averages $26,000 to $28,000 a year.
If an institution of this size can't con
duct its own
presidential search and determine who will
best serve our
interests then we have a more serious pro
blem than being
without long-term administrative leadersh
ip.(CJC)

The obstacles of life and road

There are enough obstacles
it's really that big of a deal) to
in my life, and I have a hard
camp
us beautification. A well kept.
enough time getting from point
easil
accessible campus is a ney
•Bikes
A to point B without the Unicessi
ty.
I'm sure this latest advenversity placing more in my
ture
in
beaut
ification is attractive,
path. But as to be expected,
espec
ially
from
the air.
they've done it again.
way I was supposed to be going.
But
why?
I was driving onto campus by
Being a creature of habit.I found
I looked to Thomas Cole,Direcway of Rangeley Road for the first it diffi
cult to make that change but tor of Facil
It's a scene that replays itself day after day.
ities Management for
Hundreds time this semester. I was scoping what I think was most diffi
cult was some answers.
of students moving from hall to hall betwee
n classes while out the scene,looking for cops as I figuring out exactly what was goApparently the changes are for
Evel Knievels of all shapes and sizes scream
tried not to break the law by ex- ing on.
Was I supposed to stop for intersection
through camsafety reasons and for
ceeding that fast pace of 25mph.
pus, up and down the mall, darting in bet
the guy in the big truck coming easie
ween students,
r
acce
ss
from Park Street to the
There's a sign post up ahead from
arolind corners and over sidewalks at brea
the side? Well, I didn't. I center of
camp
kneck speeds.
us.
and it reads trouble.
hope that's not a problem.
With an increased parking problem, conc
I
was
happ
y
to hear this ohstaThe sign said something about
ern for the
As if it's not had enough that cle,
environment and the recent popularity of
at
least
,
was
of a minimal cost,
road
changes, I don't know. I there is
mountain bikes,
one big rock obstruction in we alrea
dy had the rocks.
bicycling is becoming a popular alternat
haven't got time for this stuff and the
road,there are three. I was totalive to cars on
That's all well and good but it's
whatcould they have possibly done ly
campus.
unprepared for that. So much so still
confusing.
to
this road anyway?
that I must have hit my brakes about
Always a popular transportation medium
Mayb
for residents
e maps should be distribI soon found out.
every twofeet. Luckily there wasn't
on campus, the number of bikes on cam
uted
at
the
entrance so that people.
As I looked at the great mass of anyone
pus has grown
behind me,otherwise I def- espec
considerably over the past two years.
ially me, could get a clue
rock and foliage that had somehow inite
ly would have been rear ended.
about how UMaine expects cars
found it's way into the middle of
Unfortunately,along with the increased num
I hate being the cause of an
ber of bikes
to
maneuver through that asphalt
the
road
.
I reali
comes increased traffic on traditional pede
erian walkways make a decis zed that I had to accident but m sorry, that place jungle of beauty. Who
has the right
ion quick or I too is an accident
and streets.
waiting to happen.
of way anyway,that's what I'd like
would become part of that mass. I
Whil
e making my way through, to
Cpcial times,such as between classes whe
know.
n students are kept going straight because it I couldn't help
but wonder if the
, changing classes, have become prime bike-dod
I've decided to find alternative
seem
ed
to
be
the safest exit out of police were
ging times as
going tojump out from routes
into the campus. I can't deal
bicyclists cruise at top speed darting in betwee
this maze.
behind a rock and nab me for goin
n people,over
g
with
that
mess too early in the day.
Let's
face
it,
that
sidewalks and around benches and trash cans
whole thing is through a stop
sign or something.
.
So drunk drivers beware.If you
confusing.
Bicyclists have the same responsibility as
You know, like they do in comany other
think the road looks like it has
I'm still not sure that I really
merci
als when
vehicle operator and are obligated to obey the
same traffic wanted to go straight that day but the ting waiting the police are sit- split in two, it has. If you think
behind the billboard you are
rules as cars. Although no accidents have
seeing an avalanche of
been reported fact is,I did because I wasn't too sure for that poor sucker to com
e speed- rocks and bushes
concerning a pedestrian and a bike, it's only a
of what I was getting myself into if I ing
in the middle of
matter of time.
through and the cop looks
at the road, you are. Do not attempt
took the road unfamiliar to me.
Reckless driving by bicyclists should not
the camera, coyly smiles
and cannot be
with all to close your eyes
The whole thing bugged me. I the
and hope it's
tolerated.
confidence in the world bejust an illusion. And for the sake
wanted to know what would hapcause he's got that poor fool
The bike path is the place for serious, high spee
right of you and your car,don'
d biking pen if I did make that left turn so I where he want
t pick the
s
him.
- not sidewalks.
road in the middle when you're
went back. Not that day mind you,
I hope I haven't given the
De- seeing double or you too will
I waited a few days before I atIt's all fun and games until somebody loses
bepartment of Public Safety any
an eye. temp
new
come a part of campus beautificated it again. I didn't want peo(MM)
ideas.
ple to see me driving around and
tion.
I suppose we can chalk up
this
around trying to figure out which
Jill Berryman is a Junior Jourlatest obstacle in my life (not
that nalism Major

Jill
Berryman

Evel Knievelgo bow
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•Student Services

The future of UMaine
To the editor:
In last Wednesday's Maine
Campus, we are informed that if
students "need a quiet place to
study for exams" they may rent
rooms in Corbett and Dunn halls
for $19 a night. Two people can
rent a room at $24 a night, according to Greg Allen, desk clerk.
This is a Yankee ingenuity at its
finest. In these times of budget
cuts and failing economy,the University of Maine is starting to
charge students for basic services,
like quiet study rooms and intimate areas for sex.
This is an idea which should
spread to cover a variety of student
services.Here are some suggestions:
Occupants of Doris Twitchell
Allen Village,stymied by unusable
security cards, can for the price of
only $1/day, leave their cards at
home and rent a slender, pocketsized, high tech metallic device
called a "key" which will let them
in and out of their dorm at will.
Even though the SportsC'ard is
mandatory, still students can't get
hockey tickets. For $5/game, you
can hire a freshman to wait in line
for you( however, only a $1,000
contribution to the Alumni fund
can guarantee a ticket.)
In a recent Maine Campus, it

wasexplained that the lack of parking spaces on campus is due to the
fact that each parking space costs
between $500 and $1,000 to build.
This is because each spot is paved
with $100 bills.
Unfortunately, these C-notes
will not hold up under winter wear
and tear, so parking meters will be
installed to pay for their upkeep.
Meters will last for 45 minutes
and will accept only Susan B. Anthony dollars, to show UMaine's
support for Women's Studies.
When students complain that classes last a minimum of 50 minutes,
they will be told that "They should
have thought of that before."
Fora fee,the University ofMaine
will conduct off-campus parties
where anything goes. UMaine, in
conjunction with the Penobscot Nation, will erect a stately Pleasure
Dome on Indian Island in Old Town,
wholly outside U.S.jurisdiction.
There will be no minimum
drinking age. In addition alcohol,
drugs, prostitution, and firearms
will be available on a play-as-yougo, pay-as-you-blow basis.
To avoid OUI,late night revelers can rentcanoes to paddle home.
For $5, somebody at Circulation will wait on you. For another
$5, they'll speak English. At this
time, there is no service available

for someone to help you.
For $20 a week., you can listen to
CDs in the Lynch Room while a
work-study student finds you books
for you.
The library,on its own,is going tothrow away the card catalog this year.
In the future, when URSUS breaks
down, an grizzled old man will be
provided for $75/hour who knows
the exact location of every book.
Already at Fogler,computer use
is free, although typewriters cost
25 cents per half hour. Pens will
now be rented for $2 an hour, and
pencils for $5 an hour. In the near
future,clay tablets with stylus will
be available for $20/hr. At Exam
time, Xerox machines are currently free, since they're all broken
For Fall 91, Fogler announces a
new service whereby you can hire
a repairman for $50/half hour
Unfortunately,he comesfrom CIT.
As every student knows, just
because you pay for tuition does
not guarantee you any classes.
URSUS has implemented a nation-wide database where classes
can be sought electronically. . To
use this service, you have to buy a
VendaCard, with a minimum of
$50 which will entitle you to 500
searches. You'll need them.
Matthew Sweney

'Man..,by the time we graduate well be
endanger•cl species..'

Editorial Policy

L

etters to the editor of The Maine Campus
should be no longer than 250 words.
Letters should be typed or clearly written and
include name, address and telephone number.
Guest Columns must be arranged with the editor
and should be no longer than 450 words.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit all submissions for length, taste and libel.

•Guest Column

While you were away...
Brent Littlefield
Vice President
Student Government
I hope everyone had a great summer. Regardless of whether you
spent your summer hanging out on
the beach,traveling or working you
probably saw or heard about some
of the events that took place on
campus while you were gone.
Probably one of the first things
you noticed when you arrived were
the new construction projects that
were begun this summer.
The two largest of these are the
Alfond Arena expansion and the
new Corbett Business Building.
Phase I of the Alfond expansion,
adding the new outside walls is
supposed to be complete around
November 2. Phase It, installing
the additional 1,800 seats is scheduled to be finished around January.
The Corbett project is due by December of 1992.
Along with all the renovations
and construction one building on
campus was actually moved. The
Old Barn which was located beside the Maine Center for the Arts
was hoisted off its foundation and
carted over 500 feet to its new
location next to the Farm Store.

The Barn will soon be converted students. The University of Maine
into a Farm and Home Museum is the pioneer in American studies
detailing life in Maine.
in Eastern Europe.
In addition to John Hitt becomOn the Student Government
ing interim president when Dale front things were busy. With the
Lick's departed for Florida State help of our Executive Assistant
University,several other adminis- C.J.Cote and Student Senators like
trative positions have changed Annette Tumiel,Stavros and I took
hands over the summer.
on many projects and issues.
Vice-President for AdministraDuring the first of the summer

it could have been much worse.
will be used for temporary storage.
Following the passage of the
Wells Commons will be used for
budget our attention turned to is- conferences and catering. Stavros
sues around campus. Driving to began discussions in August conand from campus I became in- cerning using Hannibal Hamlin-Oak
creasingly aware that the speed as student club space. This plan is
limit on College Avenue(25 mph) still on the drawing board.
was very low for the type of traffic
In August we also became aware
and terrain on the road. Conse- of a bill currently going through
quently, in July, I contacted the Congress titled —The Campus Sexual Assault Victim's Bill of Rights
Act of 1991." After reviewing the
actual copy ofthe bill, Stavros and I,
along with Mary-Alice Johnson,our
Legislative Liaison Committee
Department of Transportation to Chair,signed
and sent letters to each
look into having the limit raised to member of
our congressional dele35 mph with the possible provi- gation supportin
g the act. If passed
sion that a 25 mph blinking sign be this bill would
set up a process for the
added between Alfond and the handling ofsexual
assault crimes on
Public Safety Office during the campus,and would
provide for propday. This change is still in negoti- er treatment of
victims by campus
ation and input is welcome.
officials. We will continue to offer
Concerning the future of West updates on its
progress.
Campus and Dunn, Corbett, HanThis is just a sampling of some
nibal Hamlin-Oak and Wells,Res- of the projects
we undertook this
idents on Campus(ROC)and our summer. Others
ranged from layoffice have been in contact with ing the groundwo
rk for an outdoor
Residential Life to stay on top of deck on the Union
to proposing the
developments. As it stands now,it restructuring of
faculty evaluations.
seems that Corbett will be used as
As always if you have any quesa temporary housing facility for tions or
concerns about anything
Res Life, Dunn will be used for on campus
fell free to stop by our
"hotel-like" overnight accommo- office on
the 3rd floor of the Medations,and Hannibal liamlin-Oak morial
Union or call 581-1775.

Although tuition and other fees were raised
(this semester) it could have been much worse.
tion Thomas Aceto left UMaine to
become president of North Adams
State University in Massachusetts.
Kevin White, UMaine's Athletic
Director, left to become AD at
another school.
Aceto's position will not be
filled for the coming year but President Hitt has announced the hiring of Michael Ploszek to be
UMaine's new AD.
Also over the summer, Ed Laverty, former assistant to the president and a faculty member in public administration, left to start the
first American University established in Eastern Europe.The Bulgarian University is scheduled to
open later this month with a projected enrollment of close to 250

our attention was primarily focused
on the budget situation in Augusta.
When the semester closed in
May the Budget Crisis was just
heating up. During this time Student Government was in constant
contact with the Governor, Legislature and our UMairie Lobbyist
John Lisnik. In June 1 taped an
editorial response that aired on
WLBZ-TV in Bangor and WCSHTV in Portland detailing the need
for higher education.
In addition, both Stavros and I
traveled to Augusta to lobby on
behalf of the University. Our efforts were fairly successful as a
proposed cut of $30 million was
reduced to $15 million. Although
tuition and other fees were raised,
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•Civil Rights

Women prevented
from entering Skull
and Bones Society
By Larry Rosenthal
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 0 T 13004
4 Train track
a Buddy
12 Hamlet s big
brother
13 Senior
IS Seine 'eerie,
is Hard fat
17 Anagram of
STIPULATED
19 Kind of
schooner
21 They give tips at
tracks
22 Nasal tone
23 R V connection
24 Specialty of 55
Down
215 Kimono sa,,t,
NJ Nonsense

33 Cowardly Lion
portrayer
34 Anagram of
NECTARINES
as Egg Comb
form
37 Outlook
31 Make demands
on
39 Anagram of
SUPERSONIC
et Ram e g
43 Depside is one
44 Rater or Beneke
es Beeped e
beeper
**Bad newspaper
46 Overhire for
short
sO Lockjaw
54 Trig
calculations
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MARASCHINO
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used at the Chancellor's discretion."
Also, when asked why the university was
spending this amount of money at a
time of
severe budget cuts, Wood said a
$30,000
investment by UMaine, which has
a $170
million budget, was a "very, very
small
amount paid to find the best qualified
person."
for the I1Maine presidency.
Wood also said the employment of
such a
program by a university was "not
a rare entity" in a presidential search.
According to Wood, this is the
seventh
time the UMaine system has hired
the ASCS
to assist in a presidential search.
•
Wood indicated thatother presidenti
alsearch
firms the university once consider
ed were three
to four times as expensive as the
ASCS.
"We have very talented peop
le working for
us. I think it is fortunate that
we were able to
obtain such good services at a
minimal amount
ofmoney," Wood said ofthe
ASCSconsultants.
Wood said it was possible fora
university
to conduct a successful
presidential search
without the assistance of such
a program, but
that for the UMaine system
"this is the most
effective way to select the best
qualified person" as UMaine's next presi
dent.
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NEW HAVEN,Conn.(AP)— Skull and
Bones,an all-male society at Yale University,
won a court order preventing the club from
temporarily admitting women one day before
it was to initiate it.S first female members.
Six women and nine men from the class of
1992 were to be initiated Thursday night, but
the ceremony was called off because of the
temporary restraining order issued by New
Haven Superior Courtjudge Donald Celotto.
Celotto's order was served Wednesday on
RTA Inc.,the association that runs the private
club, said William Doyle, an attorney representing the RTA board.
A Sept. 30 hearing was scheduled.
Conservati ve coluninist William F. Buckley and several other alumni members sought
the order, claiming that a change in society
bylaws is needed before women can be admitted.
Doyle, however, said the bylaws do not
specifically exclude women from becoming
members so no change is needed. Bonesmen
narrowly voted this summer to admit women,
22 years after Yale went coeducational.

CS

25 Goaltender s
41 Heavens
51 Bowler Anthony
,tat
Comb form
52 Genealogical
Mcii
27
42 Boat basins
chart
from N J 45 A TD
is worth
$3 Farm Structure
18 Anagram of
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EXCITATION
alternative
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30 Anagram of
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Team
mother e g
concern
32 Put a spell On
34 Idiot boxes
Get answers to any three clues
Is Juan or Diego
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-42040 made from clay 5656
(75
:
0 each minute).

To bring a correction
to our attention, con
tact
the Editor at581-1271
between the hours of9 a.m
.
and 12 p.m., or stop
by
the office in the baseme
nt
of Lord Hall.
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•Health Center

College health centers facing to

By Amy Reynolds

Ar-

(CPS)— A university without an English
Department is impossible to imagine. Unfortunately, officials from colleges across the
country say the absence ofcampus health care
and counseling is not considered equally absurd.
As a result, student health clinics are
trying to find alternative sources of funding. Many counseling services could be
ended as a result of budget cuts,administrators warn.
"There is a change in the mood on university campuses across the country." said Dr.
Donald Peters, director of the University of
Minnesota's Health Services.
That mood is not a health conscious one.
"As state and federal funding decreases,
tuition increases. Because schools are trying
to keep their total costs as low as possible,
some fees,like health fees,are notescalated to
maintain service," said Dr. Vema Armstrong,
senior educational resource consultant with
the American Association of State Colleges
and Universities.
Most student health centers across the
country are supported primarily by student
fees. The remainder ofthe money comes from
university funding and third party insurance.
Insurance money is collected from non-student patients using the student health centers
for medical care.
Most university counseling services,such
as rape crisis centers, drug and alcohol treatment programs and educational programs for
AIDS,eating disorders and stress, do not fall
under the health services umbrella.
Instead,they are funded primarily by each
university with minimal money coming from
fees. In times of financial strain, counseling
programs are usually the first to get cut.
"This is the 1990s," Peters said."We are
notjust Band-aid centers.There are an incredible number of services students need. Unfortunately those programs, the ones peripheral
to health care, are always the first to go."
Tighter Budgets Force Cutbacks In
Services
Already this year budget problems at Stanford University have resulted in the school
ignoring a task force recommendation to hire
someone to run its sexual assault services.
The University of Florida has suffered
cuts in its rape counseling and victim advocate services as well.
"People really need to have these programs to deal with what's going on," said U.
Sadie Darnell, spokeswoman for the Gainesville Police Department.
At Rutgers University a recommendation
by a task force resulted in the hiring of a

person to nin the school's sexual assault services. But,the school has reduced funds for its
alcohol treatment program.
"I think there's a general feeling ofconsiderable vulnerability because classroom activAle! won't be cut," said Dr. David Burns,
Rutger's assistant vice president for student
life. "Many people feel these services are
essential, We see them as linked to education
but many institutions just hold instruction at
the top."
In Washington,the government is getting
involved in the issue as well.
Selena Dong, legislative consultant for
the United States Student Association, a
lobbying group for student concerns, said
USSA is working on trying to get federal
money earmarked for rape counseling services.
Sen. Jospeh Biden, D-N.J., recently
worked with the Senate Judiciary Committee
to get a bill passed that provides federal money to colleges that agree to make sexual
statistics public information.
"I think that's great," said Burns,"But I
don't think the government is going to come
up with enough money for everyone."
OneSchoolTakes A Different Approach
While many are contemplating the fate of
counseling services,health administrators are
scrambling to come up with their own method
of earning money.
Dr. William Broyles,administrator °idle
Student Health Center at Mississippi State
University, recently shared his school's success at the American College Health Associations' annual meeting.
Broyles said Mississippi State is allowing private doctors to practice at the student
health center. The center then charges the
physician an overhead cost for using the
facilities.
Also, the student health center is providing low-cost health care,such as physicals for
non-students, and is reducing the cost of Xrays and other tests by having them performed
at outside laboratories.
Peters adds, "What major institutions
have to do is use the inner structure(of health
care centers) to include health care for employees, faculty, staff and others to gain
revenue." By adding these non-student patients to the list, university health centers can
receive increased insurance money for payment of services.
"Because we are self supported, we have
had to generate our own revenue," Broyles
said. "It's strictly market-driven. The more
patients, the more money."
Another option for some schools is "try
ing to help by offering group insurance plans
to students," Armstrong said.

Gib's Driving School
Hampden, Maine
862-6700

-Private Lessons
-7 Days A Week
-Low Rates
-Vehicle Rentals
For Road Tests

!GIBS'

times across the country

In the fall of 1988, UMaine students protest in front of Cutler Health Center
against cutbacks. (File Photo.)

11EV'
If you,. your club, business or organization are
planning to advertise in The Maine Cninpus this
year, the following information is vital:
The deadline for all advertising is
two working days prior to the date
of publication at 12 noon. There
will be no exceptions.
Advertising orders will be accepted
from 9ani to 5pm, Monday through
Friday at our offices in the basement of Lord Hall.
0,11.

Call 581-1273 for rates and publication dates.

The
Maine Campus
We're notjust for kids anymore
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•Literature

•Budget Cuts

18-year-old gets
Dance program has cuts,
published on her first try but alive and kicking

By Janet Singleton

"I had just finished reading 'Little Hous
e By Kristy Marriner
ter," Snider said.
on the Prairie,' and wanted to write
some- Staff Writ
er
just W'asn't any money for the adthing just like it," At 15, she wrote a nove
l
Ifthere was a lot of noise in Lorri Hewett's
vanc
lasses, and they won't be added next
about high school racism and submitte
d it in
dormitory one morning last November,
The University of Maine dance program se
neither. Advanced classes are the least
she's pursuit of the Delacorte First
Youn
g
Adul
t has been severely cut by budget cuts this
the one to blame.
in demand, and therefore the first to be cut.
Novel Prize. Her book didn't win,
but the year, but it's not ready to die out yet.
She ran down the halls of Emory Univ
Snider said she hopes the intermediate
er- editors were encouraging.
sity's Hopkins Hall screaming "I got
"We're hanging in there now,"said Jane classes will continue in the
pubspring, but said it
"They wrote me and said they thou
ght I Snider, chair of the University of Maine
lished!" after the news came that Holl
all depends on the enrollment and the money.
oway had a real future in writing,"
said Hewett.
Department of Theater/Dance. But uncerHouse in Los Angeles, Calif., accepted
"I'm not sure where the money will
her
Not everything the editors said was comnovel "Coming of Age" for relea
taint
y still lingers about next semester, and come from," she said.
se this plimentary, though."They
said 1 had a lot of the future in general.
summer.
The annual Spring Dance Concert will
stylistic problems," Hewett said. She
reThe achievement defies conventi
Last
sprin
g
it
was
anno
unce
d
that
all
also
be continuing this year. It was thought
onal members she didn't even know
what style classes except beginner Jazz
wisdom in the publishing industry.
Mode
;
rn
and
that
last years concert may have been the
was, but she was going to find out.
So she Ballet would be cut. However this
First of all, college students don't
fall the last, but a grant from Patrons of the Arts has
get found a copy of Strunk and
White's "Ele- intermediate levels were
novels published — that's for seasoned
added.
made it possible for the concert to continue.
writ- ments of Style."
ers, their roads to success paved by
According to flyers all over campus,the
"We definitely have the talent and the interrejection
By her last year at Chatfield High School
slips.
intermediate levels were added because stuest,"
Snider said.
in Littleton, Colo., she was ready
to give dents protested and called for them
Secondly, Hewett didn't have an agen
.
This springs' performance will also int; novel-writing another try. "I
was in the
she sent her manuscript by mail. Edito
"We saw sufficient demand," said Snid- clud
rs at second semester of my senio
e a guest appearance by the Making
r year," she er. "It was based on what
some publishing houses won't talk
we saw as a need." Tracks Dance Company.
to au- said. "I was just sitting arou
nd waiting for
thors who don't have an agent. And
Theater majors are required to take four
thirdly, my life to begin,so I thought
Snider hopes that a well attended and
I'd write a book credit hours of danc
Hewett's novel was accepted by the
e to get their degrees, quality show will help the
first about people at this point in
dance programs'
their lives."
company she contacted. Often even
and they are also allowed to concentrate in
agented
cause for next year. But it all depends on the
She wrote the first draft of "Coming
of dance if they wish. There has never
manuscripts get passed from one publ
been a support of the students. ishing Age" in longhand in six week
s. Then she dance major at UMaine.
house to another for a year before one
says revised it on her computer.
"If they don't want it badly enough,
yes.
There is also a large general interest in
we'll
have to let it die," she said.
The book's three characters are all blac
k dance with the UMaine community,
So what happened here? "Perseveranc
espee high school seniors at crossroa
However Snider feels that dance is very
ds in their cially with the beginner class
and luck," 18-year-old Hewett said, now
es. The begin- important to the Theater depa
a lives. She writes of teens who
rtment.
don't know ner sections are full, and enro
sophomore.
llment in them
"Student actors should be developing body
whether to embrace their African-Ame
rican has always been high.
Hewett is no naive literary romantic.
She identities to(the exclusion of all
and voice techniques," she said. "Dance
else or to
learned the ropes by pounding out two
The intermediate classes were adverother reject their heritage altogether
tech
nique also makes you more employable."
. "Identity," tised with a "flyer blitz
books. The first was a 100-pager, on
" and word of mouth.
pio- said Hewett,"Is the theme that
The
program also lost both of it's full time
runs through- However, many stude
neers in the 1800s, she wrote at age 9.
nts were unable to fit instructors; Kim
out the book."
Arrow, who is teaching at
them into their schedules, and some
just another university,and Teresa Tork
anowsky,
didn't know the classes existed.
who retired to Florida. The classes are
being
Enrollment is sufficient to keep them
taught by three part-time instructors,
Ann
going for this semester, but there are
still Ross, Kelly McCrary, and Faith
Merri
tt.
openings for students to add if they
hurry.
"The future looks a little bleak right
Whether the dance department can connow," Snider said. "We hope for
more
tinue to offer Intermediate dance
classes support so dance can continue
."
remains uncertain.
"Students should have the opportunit
y to
"We spent our own money this seme
s- experience all of the arts at t1Ma
ine,"she said.
(CPS)
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Clubs
& Organizations:

Budget packets for the
1991-92 school year for
organizations approved by
Student Government are now
available in the Student
Government Office.

Deadline
for Club Budgets is
September 13.
Student Government Office
3rd Floor, Memorial Union
Open MTVVF 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Thursdays 10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
581-1775

At the Union
SATURDAY THE 14TH
8 pm - 12 midnight
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Winner of the 1991 UM "Battl
e of the Bands"
Beer (S, Wine Bar and Mun
chies
presented by

THE SOPHOMORE OWLS
AND
THE SOPHOMORE EAGLES
$2.00 at the door
$1.00 if wearing school
colors (blu

e & white) or logo
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• Current job market tough for

college grads

•Job opportunities

College grads have to
By Diana Smith
CPS writer
i('PS) — Jim Kutsko had it
figured out.
Ile planned to nail down a drea
m job in
marketing or public relations duri
ng his senior year, settle into the working
world after
graduation and get on with the rest
of his life.
He was wrong.
Months after graduation from the
University ofColorado,he still had notfoun
d full-time
work in the recession-weakened econ
omy.
"It's just been real tough all
around,"
Kutsko says of the bleak job
prospects. "It
really gets scary. You have nothing
to fall
hack on."

graduates yet. Federal Rese
rve Chairman Alan
Greenspan declared that the
recession bottomed out in the second
quarter of 1991.
"There are very fewjobs open
,"said Dawn
Oberman, statistical serv
ices specialist with
the council. She said
graduates are reassessing their options and
taking part-time jobs,
jobs in unrelated fields,
relocating to where
the jobs exist and acceptin
g lower salaries.
Some graduates are finding
that they can't
afford to be particular. "No
t everybody has
the option to move back home
and take a parttime job," she said.
Oberman points out that more
seniors will
be graduating during the coming
school year,
which means that 1991 grad
uates who don't

Seniors graduating during the
coming
school year will be competing
in a larger
pool ofjob applicants
So he decided it was time to take his
quest
for employment to the streets. He is
advertised his skills from the side of an 18-w
heeler
that travelled halfway across the Unit
ed States
during the month of August.
"Hire yourself an experienced mark
eting
graduate available now," proclaimed
the 8foot by 20-foot ad,which also had a gian
t photo
of Kutsko, his name and telephone numb
er.
Kutsko's approach may be unusual,but
he
is not alone in his search for a full-tim
e job.
Thousands of other well-qualified grad
uates
are facing the same problem: looking
for
something — anything — related to
their
fields in a depressed economy.
The summer has been a long, dry one for
many 1991 graduates,and the picture doesn't
look much brighter for students who plan
to
graduate in 1992.

Tough Times Ahead
Employers who were worried about the
downtown in the economy have put hiring
plans on hold, reducing the number of jobs
available. Employers also have been mor
e
cautious in salary offers to recent graduates,
the College Placement Council reported in its
July survey ofjob prospects.
The council said recent,optimistic predictions about the economy haven't helped 1991

1111°MA8
ktpol
DANCE
86 Central Street

find jobs soon will be competing
in a larger
pool of applicants.
And despite optimistic predictions
from
economists, Oberman said employer
s aren't
likely tosuddenly start hiring in coming
months.
'''The picture just/ isn't that great yet,"
she
said."Any economic recovery that occu
rs will
have to take place first,and thejobs will foll
ow."

jobs in real world
attention of the business world," Kuts
ko said
Job Seekers Take Shelter in
In the meantime,he works as a temp
orary
Graduate Schools
in a job agency. His decision
reflects the
dilemma in which other graduates
have found
The Council of Graduate Schools repo
themselves — being far overqualifie
rts
d for the a 10 percent to 15 perc
ent increase in the
jobs they are seeking.
number of applicants in the last two
years,
"Our expectatihns were brought
way compared with an average annu
al increase of
down. ... A lot of people took what
they about 2 percent.
could find," said Veronica Aldana,
who fin"We've seen a fairly dramatic incr
ease in
ished her undergraduate work at
Barird graduate admissions appl
ications," said Peter
College last spring."Mainly you have
to se Syverson,director ofinformat
ion services for
your connections."
the council.
Jobs are available to recent grad
uate,
The depressed economy is a definite
but they are scarce and the pay is
facconsider- tor, he said, but not all
of the applicants are
ably lower, she said. Companies
that are recent graduates who deci
ded to go for their
still recruiting on campuses are hiri
ng few- master's degrees because they
can't findjobs.
er graduates.
Many are older graduates who are
seeking
"It's awful,"she said."I recruited fora
year master's degrees for job insuranc
e.
and they weren't hiring any BA's.
They're
Applications to take the Graduate Reco
rd
offering internships to people with
master's Examination have increase
d about 8 percent
degrees.... It's really competitive now.
"
in the last couple of years,said Charlott
e Kuh,
Kutsko said one of his friends, a grad
uate executive director of the test
ing
serv
ice
for
in internal relations who speaks flue
nt Span- graduate admission.
ish,recently took ajob as a hospital
receptionNot all of the increase is attributable to the
ist. His friend hopes other opportun
ities will employment problems expe
rienced by recent
come open as the economy gets bette
r, but graduates,she said. Some appl
icants are peohe's hedging his bets in case it doesn't.
ple who have been working for a few
years
"He's going to do back to school. That
's and want to earn a master's degr
ee to change
what a lot of people are doing," Kuts
ko says. careers or get better jobs.

THE UNION BOARD PRESENTS

Companies Cut Back On Hiring

Barbara I!ayes a spokeswoman for I lew lett
Packard,said about 50 percent of the electron
ics firm's new hires are college graduates.
"We've drastically cut back," she said
.
Recruiters for Hewlett-Packard, which
has
57,000 employees in the United Stat
es and
91400 worldwide, were not visiting as man
y
colleges and the number ofstudent intervie
ws
scheduled has been sharply reduced.
Kutsko said he interviewed with various
companies during his senior year with
no
success. So he decided to resort to guerrilla
tactics, which included shelling out almo
st
$1,000for the advertising blitz.l'he truck was
dispatched July 31 from Akron and travelle
d
2,000 miles before it reached its final destination in Los Angeles.
Somewhere along the way, the right person might have seen the ad and be impressed
by his creativity. "I'm hoping this got the

BALLET

Ogri
HAMLET
on Friday,iSeptember 13th

in Hauck Auditorium
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
"****"
"RIP-ROARING."
-Larry Frascella, US Magazine

THE GODFATHER
on Saturday, September 14th
in Hauck Auditorium
6:00 & 9:15 p.m.

TAP • JAZZ
MODERN
MUSICAL THEATER
BALLROOM

Bangor

Beginner to Advanced
Age 3 to Adult

945-3457

Classes begin
September 14

Special discount for university students

Admission is 50c with student I.D.,
$3.00 General Public

Please take note of the
difference in times
Sponsored by ROC and
The Union Board

micrc7.7124.
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•Freedom of information

•Computers

State Supreme Court weakens New computer cluste
rs
freedom ofinformation law
By Williain C. Hidlay

appearing across campus

selves and not to the general public about
Associated Press Writer
what would happen i4 a Latin dictatorship."
seven days a week. It is used heavily and is
Bryan Dench, an attorney representing By Michelle Ashmore
PORTLAND(AP)— The state supreme the newsp
anticipated to cause the most problems duraper,said the ruling substantially Volunteer Writer
court on Wednesday weakened Maine's free- weake
ing renovations.
ns Maine's freedom of information
Better computer facilities, more space,
dom of information law in rejecting an at- law. He
New clusters are being added in Barrows
said it would enable officials to
new equipment and a quiet atmosphere have Hall, Lord Hall, and in the studen
tempt by a newspaper to force the Lewiston keep
t center on
secret all instances of misconduct by a
all been made possible by the students in the the University Colleg campu
police to identify an officer involved in a public
e
s in Bangor.
employee so long as the employee is
University of Maine System.
shooting, an attorney contended.
Barrows Hall will contain approximatenever disciplined.
This semester, UMaine added a tech- ly 25 Macintosh LCs, which will
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court orderbe used by
"Potentially,these confidentiality statutes
nology fee of $2 per credit hour to the English classes. It
ing the city of Lewiston and Police Chief could
will also be open to the
keep all employee misconduct secret
existing fees. The money received from this public at specific hours.
Laurent Gilbert to identify the officer who forever,"
he said. "It's a ruling that I think
expen
se is being turned over to the Computshot and wounded Michael Roy in front ofan substan
Lord Hall will also contain approximatetially curtails public and press access
ing & Instructional Technology (CIT) deapartment complex Aug. 13.
Macintosh LCs. They will be used by
25
to governmental information.
ly
partment.
The high court ruled that city officials do
Journa
lism and Mass Communication class"But the court felt that the Legislature's
A sub-committee of 10 people, made up es, and will be open the
not have to comply with the Sun-Journal intent
to
public during the
ions were very clear to provide for this
of a non-voting chair, five voting students posted hours.
newspaper's request to identify the officer board
confidentiality," he said.
and four voting faculty members, decides
because of two statutes providing exceptions
The new cluster in Bangor will be a
"We have from day one said that it was a
exactly what the technology fees use will be. public cluster. Univer
to Maine's Freedom of Access Act.
sity College agreed to
Lewiston police officer who shot this individTom Brann, Professor of Forest Resources supply the staff,
Those statutes allow public officials to ual twice.
suppli
es and expenses of
We never concealed that from the
and Forest Engineering,is the faculty chair. maintenanc
keep secret files related to allegations or in- public
e and installation of the Main. The public had a right to know and we
"It is important that the students have a frame and URSUS
vestigations of misconduct by a public em- told
Systems. The cluster
the public that," Gilbert said.
strong voice in how the fees are spent," said may be used
ployee. The statute on misconduct investigaby any student affiliated with
"As to who the individual was within the
Virginia Gibson, chair of the Academic the UMain
tions provides that only a final written deci- unifor
e system.
m, that's protected by statute, by the
Advising Committee.
sion on disciplinary action against an employ- person
"It will be useful for students in the CED
nel laws of this state. Yes, you have a
CIT decided the public computer clus- (Continuing Educat
ee must be made public.
ion Division) course or
Freedom of Access law, but there are some
ters located in Neville Hall and Fogler Li- those who
Gilbert has refused to identify the officer limitat
live in Bangor," Gibson said.
ions to that," he said.
brary were first priority. Gibson said the
involved in the Roy shooting because his
The Neville facility is on loan from the
In the high cowl's ruling, ChiefJustice Vinmachines there are "obsolete, noisy and CAPS organi
name was part of his department's internal cent
zation, which will need the
McKusick wrote that the court simply was
break down all the time." Space limitation space after
and criminal investigations ofthe incident. At enforc
this year. When that cluster is
ing the law as %written by the Legislature.
was also a problem in the clusters.
least one witness to the shooting alleged the
gone, there will be no 24 hour lab. It has
'This case highlights the conflict that exThe li brary clusteris being moved to the first been proposed that
officer fired as Roy was trying to comply with ists
the bowling alley in the
between the public interest in open access
floor open study room,adjacent to the present Memor
a police order to put down twosteak knives he to
ial Union be transformed into a 24
governmental records,on the one hand,and
computer cluster. New tables have been added hour compu
was wielding.
ter cluster.
the public interest in protecting the integrity
to accommodate 36 new IBM 386SX machines
"I feel pretty strongly that there's some- of
"It would be a visible lab, and it would
criminal investigations and in preventing
and 12 new Macintosh LCs. All ofthese will be also
thing wrong here when the police can shoot unfair
be larger than anything else we have,"
prejudice to public employees, on the
connec
ted to the mainframe, URSUS System Gibson said.
somebody and be accountable only to them- other,
" McKusick wrote.
and the library catalog.
Other groups are competing for the space,
"This system puts students on the cam- but CIT
hopes to have a strong student
pus backbone, and gives them access to the backin
g in the scheduled public hearings.
world. All the while they will be working in
"It has the potential to benefit students
a corporate environment," Gibson said.
more than any other use proposed thus far,"
The present computers will be moved to a Gibso
n said.
new location,still under debate,again increasWith the addition of new labs and the
ing the number of keyboards on campus.
renovations of the old clusters,CIT is trying
The CAPS cluster in Neville will be to give
something visible back to the stuupgraded last, near the end of October. The
dents as soon as possible. All projects are
cluster is currently open 24 hours a day,
scheduled to be completed by mid-October.

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
Test Your Best

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
At Take

Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

-,es starting now
for December and January exams!

Call 1-800-332-TEST

Discount
Computer
Software
Hundreds ofDiscounted Programs &
Games
in stockfor Mac, IBM, Apple, GS
Save money through our discounts
on supplies and accessories, includ
ing

TONER CARTRIDGES
RIBBONS
DISKETTES
SPECIALTY PAPER
._
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Open Monday - Friday,
8:00 to 5:30
Saturday
11:00 to 5:00
Call or stop byfor yourfree
discount campus catalog

Only / milefrorn campus"'
33 Pond Street, Orono • 866-7093
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SportsNews

• Gartenbroeker leads UMaine soccer
•Smith, Capriotti look for holes vs. Northeastern

1

• Women's soccer preview

•Men's Soccer

Gartenbroeker ignites Bears to first win

By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

The scoreboard read 2-0 at the end of
the
University of Maine/Husson men's
soccer
game Wednesday afternoon.
But anyone who watched the game knew
it was not anywhere near that close.
UMaine dominated play throughout, allowing just one Husson shot on goal
and
keeping the, ball in its offensive zone
for
much of the game.
The win evened the Black Bear's record
at 1-1.
"It's nice to win again," said UMaine
Coach Jim Dyer, whose team was coming
off a disappointing 1-0 loss to Bentley on
Saturday.
"I think we did a good job of controlling
the ball. We did a nicejob of keeping it in our
offensive zone."
One of the reasons UMaine dominated
the ball was Husson's defensive posture
throughout of the game. The Braves played
1 men in its defensive zone to try and slow
down UMaine's offense.
"(Husson)played a very defensive-minded game and they did a good job,"said Dyer.
"They kept II players in the defensive zone,
which wasn't a surprise. We didn't really
waste our chances."
First-year forward Oliver Gartenbroeker tries to contro
l the ball in UMaine's 2Husson Coach Bill Ashby said he was 0 win over Husson.
Gartenbroeker scored both goals.(Boyd Photo.)

pleased with his team's performance despite the loss.
"They came ready to play and did a
pretty good job," said Ashby."Maine has)a
real good club and anytime we can hold
them to two goals I'm be happy. We don't
expect to win when we play a Division I
school, but it does give us some good experience."
First-year forward Oliver Gartenbroeker scored both UMaine goals and was very
impressiveoffensively.Gartenbroeker's two
goals were the first two of his collegiate
career and came at a very opportune time for
UMaine.
The first came at 36:55 of the first half
when Gartenbroeker took a pass from Pat
Laughlin on.a give-and-go.
The final goal came at 50:10 of the
second stanza when midfielder Jason
Charles gave a pass to Gartenbroeker who
knocked it into the right corner for the
score.
"Oliver played very well today," Dyer
said."He really took advantage of his scoring chances."
Husson goaltender Mike Haggerty
kept the score close in the first half by
stopping several good UMaine s&ming
chances.
See HUSSON on(pagc 18

•UMaine Football

UMaine hopes for better times versus Huskies

By Tim Hopley Staff Writer

Led by new quarterback Emilio Colon,
the University of Maine Black Bears will
officially kick-off the 100 year celebration of
UMaine football Saturday versus the Northeastern Huskies.
Colon,a red-shirt first-year player, will be
making his first collegiate appearance for the
0-1 Black Bears, losers of its opener to Villanova 48-7.
Helping Colon along the way will be
tailbacks Carl Smith and Paul Capriotti. The
pair combined to gain 265 yards on the ground
in last years 42-7_ romp over the Huskies.
Unfortunately for Smith and Capriotti,
holes to run through were few and far between
in last weekend loss.

"I just didn't see what 1 wanted to see,"
Smith said. "The holes just weren't there."
"I realize the line is young and I'll have to
be patient. I have faith in these guys, they'll
come through for us."
According to Capriotti, this Saturday's
game is critical.
"We fumbled on the first play last week and
lost the momentum.we'd start to get something
going and we'd shoot ourselves in the foot,"
Capriotti said."We have to come out enthusiastically and be prepared to play football."
As for Northeastern, last week's win over
Colgate erased a 16-game Division 1-AA
losing streak and a 16-year streak oflosing the
opening away game.
Coach Barry Gallup's Huskies unveiled
its new multiple offense and a new quarterback in the 35-10 romp.

Junior transfer Ralph Barone thiew for
303 yardson 12-of-21 passing and three touchdowns. He was named ECAC Division I-AA
Co-Offensive Player of the Week and also
earned a Gold Helmet for being the New
England Player of the Week.
The Northeastern ground attack was very
instrumental in the win as well. Calvin Johnson rushed for I 10 yards on 16carries and Bill
Eacrett chipped in with 60 on 14 carries.
The Huskies"50"defense held('olgate to
just 84 yards on the ground and 143 in the air.
Linebackers David Atwood, Miles
McLean and Jim Loch combined for 22 tackles and two sacks for Gallup's stingy defense.
"Northeastern is not the same team we
beat last November," Ferentz said.
Barry's got them fired up and ready to
play, we'll have to be ready."

Expect to see a rev. mote Black Bears
playing in this contest. Ferentz said any further moves besides the shake-up at quarterback would be decided late in the week.
Game time is set for 1:00 p.m.
Black Bear - Husky notes:
•The Black Bears gotsome good news this
week. Back-up quarterback Jeff DelRosso is
not leaving the team as was thought earlier this
week.
•The Huskiesenter the game a very healthy
team.They are reporting no major injuries and
everyone is expected to play.
• There will be a bonfire and fireworks
display in the parking lot of Memorial Gymnasium on Friday night at 7:30. Coach Ferentz and his captains will speak to the crowd
in honor of the 100-year celebration.

•Women's Soccer

Boettcher heads Bears in new 1991 season
By Chris Castellano
Volunteer Writer
Beginning thisfall,the University of Maine
women's soccer team will start its second full
season as a varsity sport with a new coach
behind the bench.
Diane Boettcher, a 1979 graduate of the
Universt of Vermont, and a former Division

111Coach ofthe Year at BatesCollege,will begin
her first season as Coach of the Black Bears.
In addition to starting Davidson (NC)
College's program and coaching the team to
a(7-10-1)record in 1990, Boettcher coached
at Bates College from 1980-89.
Last season, the Black Bears got its feet
wet in Division I play. This season Boettcher
is looking for improvements.

"Last sea.son(the team)gained the disti nc tion ofbeing the bestteam in Maine,"Boettcher
said.
"This season we are looking to raise our
level of aspiration by beating Division 1
schools."
In the season opener against the University of Hartford, the Black Bears continued to
get gain experience in Division I play, losing

to the Hawks 6-0.
"In the future, we want to deploy our
players differently," Boettcher said. "Good
defense will enable our two inside players to
spark."
Boettcher said that team captains Lisa Couture and Tiffany Mosher showed a tremendous

41••
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Shorts
Tyson has day in court

Tom Browning (14-10) gave up
three
runs in the first inning, but allowed just
two
hits through the next 6 2/3 innings
for the
victory. Rob Dibble finished,getting
the last
four outs for his 29th save.

Colorado home this weekend to begin radi
tically perfect in a 4-0 victory over Detroit.
ation treatments on his remaining brain tuINDIANAPOLIS (AP) - During a
The Tigers lost for the ninth time in 12 games
promor, but he said Thursday he will coac
ceeding that lasted less than 10
h since they were tied for first place, whil
e
minutes,
agai
n soon.
Marion Superior Court Judge Patricia
Boston won for the 24th time in 31 games.
I. GifIn his first public statement since becomford read Mike Tyson the rape
The victory also ran the Red Sox wincriminal
ing
seriously ill Aug.29,Johnson said,"The
deviate conduct and confinement
ning
streak to a season-high seven games.
charges
fire of coaching still burns inside of me.
Cardinals, Hill run into hot
against him.
I
"I look at this as a snqwball effect," Reed
will be back. When I return, it will be
"The court enters a preliminary plea
my said."We've got something going and Rogof Redskins following 2-0 start
grea
test day in coaching."
not guilty," she said, adding that
er kept the snowball rolling. I thought he
the plea
He issued the statement less than 24 was
(AP)-Eric Hill,the Cardinals' outs
would become final in 20 days unle
throwing a whole lot of gas out ther
tand- hours after
ss Tyson
e.
undergoing a procedure on his
ing linebacker, is about the only
changed it.
"Thi
s is a big win. Especially here and
one un- second brai
n tumor.The tumors, believed to with Toronto losi
moved by the Cardinal's early seas
The 25-year-old former heavywei
ng. We're running out of
on suc- be malignant,
ght
were discovered last month time. We can't affo
cess
.
champion was to be fingerprinted and
rd to take too many steps
booked
after he developed stroke-like symptoms
"It's not a surprise to us." Hill says
at the county jail before posting
back
ward
that'
,
for
s
sure."
. "It while coaching
$30,000
Team USA in the Canada
might be a shock to everybody else
bail.
Cle
men
s
was
inde
ed throwing gas. lie
."
Cup tournament.
The Vegas guys know reality when
As he arrived at he airport earlier
took
perf
a
ect
gam
into
e
the seventh inning.
they
in the
Johnson's illness was considered lifesee it- the Cards go into RFK Stad
morning, Tyson thanked fans and
Then
with
,
one
out,
Lou
Whitaker walked
ium on threatening
said: "I
and prompted emergency sur- and Alan Tram
Sunday as 9-point underdogs agai
know I'm innocent."
mell
sing
led.
He also gave up
nst the gery Aug. 30
to remove one tumor.
Washington Redskins.
a ninth-inning single to Milt Cuyler.
One reason is that no one figures
the
Duncan makes Giants see
Redskins will turn the ball over seve
n times, Red Sox dose in on
Blue Jays HoJo sparks Mets to 6-3 win
"Red"; Dibble gets the save as the Rams did; or six times, as the Eagles
did.
DETROIT(AP)- Jody Reed is right
in the
CHICAGO(AP)- Howard Johnson
CINCINNATI (AP) - Marino
Another is that no matter how good
had
midd
le of Boston's remarkable surge. From
Duncan
the
his
thre
e RBIs and scored the go-ahead run,
homered twice to rally the Cincinna
Phoe
nix
defe
nse is, it hasn't seen anything position, the Red Sox look like the real
ti Reds
thing.
lifting ,he New York Mets to a 6-3 vict
to a 7-3 victory over the San
ory
On Aug. 8 the Red Sox were I 1
Francisco that resembles the Washington offense,
1/2
over
the Chicago Cubs Thursday.
Giants on Thursday.
which has put up 88 points in two
games and games out of first place and appeared hopeJohnson's two-run double in the sevIt was the second two-homer gam
e ofthe can probably get a 60-yard field goal from lessly out of the race. But entering Thursday enth, brok
e open the game. Anthony Young
season for Duncan, both of them
night's games they had closed to with
coming Chip Lohmiller if it needs one.
in
four
(2-1
allo
)
wed
two earned runs and just four
during a barrage of seven home
games offirst-place Toronto in the
rs and 17
AL
Fast
.
hits
in
six
inni
ngs.
RBI since he returned from the disa
"Believe it or not, there's still not
bled list
much
Johnson, whose three RBIs gave him
Johnson returns home
Aug. 23.
difference in the team," Reed said
. "We 101 for the season,doubled off
The first five Cincinnati runs were
Les Lancastkne
w we were scuffling. But we alwa
fol
lowing brain tumor
off
ys er, who relieved starter Mike Biel
loser Paul McClellan (3-4), who
ecki (13have
been
confident in ourselves."
gave up
9) after Keith Miller walked and
seven hits in 4 2/3 innings.
PITTSBURGH-(AP) - Pittsburgh
Kevin
That
conf
Penidence got a nice boost Monday Elst
er singled. Johnson's hit scored both
guins coach Bob Johnson will retu
rn to his night when Roger Clemens(15-8) was pracrunners for a 6-3 lead.
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Soccer team beats Husson
The biggest victim of Haggerty's
good
play was UMaine first-year forw
ard Chip
Zimmerman, who had three good
chances
knocked away.
"Chip was a bit frustrated that he
didn't
put the ball in the net, but he crea
ted some
very good chances," Dyer said.
In addition to Gartenbroeker and
Zimmerman, Dyer and assistant coac
h Scott
Atherly said they were impressed
with the
play of three other first-year play
ers.
"Five of our freshman played
serious
minutes and they played well," said
Atherly. "We're very pleased with
what they
did."
011111111ZZIEM MM
MMMMMMMMMMM

from page 17

Soccer Notes:
The Black Bears next game is Sept
ember
14 at Brown University. UMai
ne's next
home game is September 18 agai
nst Rhode
Island and the first North Atlantic
Conference game is Sept. 22 at home
against Boston University.
Peter Gardu la and Gary Crompton
,both
All-New England selections
a year ago,
will return to field against Bro
wn after
missing the first two games of the
season.
The two were serving a two-ga
me suspension for their actions in last
year's NAC
tournament.
/IN
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Surf Nazis Must Die
$2 Admission
Proceeds go to the UMaine Rug
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•Major League Baseball

Fielder silences critics
By Harry Atkins

•College Football

NCAA I-AA football poll

Only five players reac
hed 50 twice. Babe
NCAA Div. 1-AA Poll of Sept 8th
Ruth did it four times.
Ralph Kiner, Jimmie
Foxx, Mickey mantle and
DETROIT(AP)- When
Willie Mays each
Detroit slugger did
1. Georgia Southern (4) 1-1
it twice.
1
Cecil Fielder hit 51 home runs
last year, many
2.
Nevada
An
1-0
even
5
people thought he was one-year
greater rarity is to do it in succ
eswonder. Af- sive
3. William & Mary
1-0
seasons. Only Ruth did that:
4
ter all, Fielder hadn't been able
1920(54)
to crack the and
4.
Idaho
1-0
1921 (59),then 1927(60)and
3
lineup with the Toronto Blue
1928(54).
Jays. He spent
5. Eastern Kentucky
"I
1-1
can
2
almo
st
the 1989 season playing in Japan.
guarantee you that he'll
6. Furman
never hit 50 home runs agai
1-0
6
And when Fielder reported tospri
n because they
ng training simply won'
7. Northern Iowa 1-0
7
t
let
him,
this year he looked fat. The expe
"managerSparky Anderrts thought it son
8. Youngstown St.
1-0
said.
9
was the beginning of the end for
Cecil Fielder.
SW Texas Si
1-0
"The
10
y'll
walk
him first before they'll let
Fielder hit his40th homer of 1991
10. Middle Tenn. St.
Wednes- him beat them
1-0
12
with a home run.The same way
day night, helping the Tigers stay
in the AL I walk
George Brett. They'll give some
East race with an 8-2 victory over
body
the Boston else a chan
ce to prove they can be the hem
Red Sox.
before they'll pitch to Ceci
Fielder has been in mild slum
l."
p. His three
'The man is a pretty good hitte
hits since last Friday all were hom
r," Andere runs,two son said.
"A lot of people tend to over
in winning efforts.
look
that. They think he'sjust a
Fielder,27,is the first player in
slug
ger,
but
that'
s
11 years to not true.
He'sjust a very, very good hitte
hit at least 40 in successive seas
r
who
ons. The last happens to
be very, very strong."
player to do that was the Philadel
phia Phillies'
The homer Wednesday night,
Mike Schmidt,who hit45 homers
off Dennis
in 1979and Lamp, was
proof. The pitch was on the out48 in 1980.
side corner of the plate and
"I'll be able to sit back and thin
appeared to have
k about it fooled Fielder.
He adjusted and with a quick
and be happy when it's over,"
Fielder said. flick ofthe
wrist pushed the ball offthe facing
But right now, I've got to conc
entrate on ofthe second
deck in right field.
playing outthe season.We've got
some things
"He'scapable ofdoing things beca
to do yet."
use he's
got so much help around him now,
Harmon Killebrew(49 and 41)and
" batting
Frank coach Vada Pinson said.
"And he's able to go
Howard(48 and 44), in 1969 and
jobs
1970, were out of the strik
e zone and hit home tuns."
the last American Leaguers with
back-toFielder has a chance to he the first
Free travel, cash, and excell
hack 40-homer seasons. No mem
Amerent
ber of the ican League
player to lead the league in
business experience! Opening
Tigers has hit 40 or more in successi
ve years successive years in hom
e runs and RBI since
available for individuals or stud
since Hank Greenberg hit 40 in 1937
ents
and 58 Foxx in 1932-33.Fiel
der had 121 RBI through
orgs. to promote the country's
in 1938.
most
Wednesday.
successful spring break tows. Call
inter-campus programs 1 -800-327
•UMaine/Collegiate Hockey
6013.
AP Sports Writer

11. Boise St
12. Delaware
13. Tenn-Chatanooga
14. Holy Cross
15. No. Carolina A&T
16. Villanova
17. Sam Houston St.
18. Alabama St.
19. Citadel
20. SW Missouri St.

1-0
2-0
2-0
0-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-1

14

13

19
17

Italic- Yankee Conference opponent

_Read Hopley,
trustPinkham

Maine Campus
classifieds

UMaine tops hockey poll

The University of Maine hockey
team
has been ranked as the team to beat
in this
year's first college hockey poll.
The poll, published by The Sporting
News, shows the Black Bears atop a
field
that includes five Hockey East member
s.
Besides UMaine - Providence, Bost
on
University, Boston College and
New
Hampshire round out the HE's sele
ct
teams.
Defending national champs Northern
Michigan check in at number three behi
nd
Michigan, which defeated UMaine last season in the Great rakes tourney.
The Black Bears are being' led by returning sniper Jean-Yves Roy, as well as
line mates Brian Downey and Jim Mon
tgomery.
Garth Snow and Mike Dunham are back
between the pipes for Coach Shawn Walsh.
Walsh will be looking for the same strong
performances out of the duo which led the
team to a 32 win season.

Boettcher

The Sporting News Pre-season Top
20
College Hockey
I. UMAINE
2. Michigan
3. Northern Michigan
4. Clarkson
5. Minnesota
6. Providence
7. Bowling Green
8. Boston University
9. North Dakota
10. Wisconsin
11. St. Lawrence
12. Lake Superior St.
13. St. Cloud St.
14. RPI
15. Boston College
16. Western Michigan
17. Michigan St.
18. Minnesota-Duluth
19. Harvard
20. New Hampshire
from page 17

amount of leadership in the pre-season.
caliber. She hopes that with the schedule the
She also praised sophomores Christina Black Bear
s face, they will gain the experiContardo and Nicole Ricci, as well as first ence necessar
y to be a force to reckon with.
year player Jennifer Farina.
Until the Black Bearsgain thatrespectthough,
When considering the strengths and weak- they will continue to strug
gle againstconference
nesses of the team, Boettcher was aggressive foes like
the University of New Hampshire,
to add that goaltending was the key.
ranked #20 in the country, the University of
"Our greatest strength has to be our goal- Vermont,who were
the E.C.A.C.Champions in
keeping. Ricci is a great stopper in net," 1989, and the Universi
ty of Delaware, who
Boencher said.
compiled a 14-2-1 record in 1990.
As far as the team's weaknesses,she said
The' Black Bears square off against the
the team wasn't blessed with great speed and Wildcats of New Hamp
shire, Friday, Septhat the players were not yet quite Division I tember 13 at 3:00
P.M. at Alumni Field.

Help Wanted: Experienced dark
room tech. Must be able to proc
ess
and print black and white film. Part
time hours flexible. Telephone Mr.
Buck at 827-4550.
Positive Extra Income - Mail lett
ers1500-S2000 in Spare Time. Free Details: Send SASE to: lamwin Associat
e
1387 Eggert Pl., Far Rockaway, NY
11691.
Panama City this spring break.
Earn tree trips and make the mos
t
money. Sell the best loca- tion on
the beach next to the world's
largest night clubs. Campus reps
need to promote spring break. Call
Jenny at 1-800-558-3002.

for sale
For sale - 8x11 red oriental design
carpet $150. Also, 10 speed lady's
bike $60. Call 862-2425 after 6pm.
For sale: 12 speed touring bike
rollerblade sz 7 112 to 8 female
metal storage cabinets brass and
glass shelf Kennedy studio pictures
and posters framed CHEAP. Cont
act
or leave message at 866-5727
or
leave message.

apartments
1 bedroom apt. in town Orono.
Security, lease, references.
$400.00 / mo. Plus utilities. 8273757 or 866-7081.

entertainment
Win 100 bucks!"Monday Night
Football Guess the Score Contest"
at
Geddy's. Just pick the exact score
and winning team. No purchase
necessary. Go to Geddy's tonight for
details.
Male Stripper - Great for birthday
s,
wedding showers, etc. Super pric
es!
Call Today 947-4220.

misc.

MLargA
D INFORPAIMON
est Library et Infor
mation in U.S.

19.271 TOPICS -ALL SLI8JECTS
Ortier Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD
ORDERING
NOT LINE

800-351-0222

Or. rush $2 00 to Rssasrck Information

11322 Idaho Ave 0706-A, LDS Angeles CA
90025

I am a graduate seeking other grad
uates of the Forum and EST training
.
Call 866-5548.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
Free pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.

Save
the
earth.
Recycle
this
paper!
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MaineCard undergoes change in

13, 1991

appearance and function

from page 1
Estabrook Hall as well as com
muter stu"Fo
r
one
pers
on
or
anot
her
person that's
dents could put a minimum depo
With the debit card system working sucsit of $500 0,K., but when
options)," said Estabrook.
you start multiplying it by cess
on their identification as a dini
fully in campuses across the country,
ng alterna- thousands the Univ
"The immediate goal is to evaluate
ersity was asked to foot Esta
tive, said Jon Lewis Director of
what
brook and the MaineCard Steering Com- has
Residential a significant cred
been accomplished so far (and
it balance. If everybody mitt
Life Dining Services.
dete
ree
are
look
ing at other possibilities for mine) where
had a $50 credit balance and you
we are."
multiply the debit card systems UMa
After realizing $500 may be too
high of that by 1,000 people
at
ine. Currently
Another change from last year's
that's $50,000."
a minimum. Residential Life deci
Mainethe MaineCard may be used in a debit func
ded to
- Card is the physical ID itself.
drop the minimum deposit to $25
Kno
wn
last
tion
in
all
Univ
ersi
ty food service opera- year as the "Univers
, so more
ity of Maine Student
students could take advantage ofthe
tion
s,
such
as
the
dini
com
ng
system.
mons,the Bear's Identification Card,"
the name of the ID was
From fall 1990 to April 1991,
Den, Fernald Snack Bar and the Hilltop
students
officially changed to "University of
were allowed to bill the deposit
MaineMarket, among others.
on their card
Card." With the name change cam
to their student account at the
e aesthet"Last spring and summer we were very
Business
ic improvements as well, such as
Office.
an official
seriously into putting it(the system)into
the logo.
The MaineCard billing system
bookstore and one of its various
was
operaThe University approached the ID
changed last April due to large
mantions," Estabrook said.
amounts of
ufac
turer for a new card for this year
outstanding balances on students
after
"Given a number of reasons, that
' accounts.
idea complaints were received that
Students are now required to pay
last year's
was put on hold. If(it was only a matt
in ader of) cards were brittle and broke
vance for money put on their acco
under normal
taking a piece of equipment and inst
unt. Maalling it usage.
ineCardfaccount money deposite
som
eplace then we could put(the system
d is sent to
)in
This year's ID card is the fourth
the University System Office, with
version
many places across campus," he said
interest
.
of
the
ID in the past four years. Esta
from the money going to offset the
brook
"The equipment and technical part
expenses
of it said a fifth and final version of
of the central offices such as equ
the
ID
is
may
a
very straightforward thing, it's all of
ipment and
the be issued next year.
personnel.
administrative things that go on behi
nd the
A new, thinner ID was created
"In this case we are more like cust
for this
scenes," Estabrook said. "We don'
odians,
t
hav
e
year
and printed on a different
as opposed to paying us money we'r
med
that
ium.
100
percent worked out yet."
e owed,"
While this year's version is official
he said.
ly a temEstabrook cited administrative and
or- porary card until technical
"The University was being ask
problems are
ganizational aspects such as mon
ed to foot
ey
flow
, worked out with next year's
a significant credit balance and
version, Esboo
kke
epi
ng and personnel as time-conit was costA directive from the Universi
tabrook has received positive
ing the University,and therefor
ty
sys
tem
feed
back and
sum
ing
mea
sures that have to be studied and this
e everybody. office last spri
year's version will remain.
ng asked the University to
a little bit of money," Estabroo
esta
blis
hed
before new services can be addk said.
review "everything that was cost
"There probably will be one mor
ing us mon- ed to the system.
"Say a student came in on Sept.
e ver9and put ey," said Estabroo
sion. We're getting a lot of diff
k. Moving the Maine$100 on their MaineCard. Tha
eren
t
comEsta
broo
k said other Universities have
t student Card to a debit for
ments about the color (of the
m was recommended and imp
immediately got that money on
logo
).
lem
The
ent
ed
the debit card in services such
their card later implemented
committee originally wanted to go
in April 1991.
and were able to spend it on
with
as
cam
pus
blac
k
book
campus, but
stores,laundries,ticket pur- and
"Because of the financial situ
blue, but the way the temporary
they might not be billed for maybe
ation we chases and photocop
ID
is
30 days, were in we had to tigh
ying. The MaineCard Working
out we're very pleased with that
ten it up fiscally," he steering
depending on where it was in
,"
committee is currently looking
the billing said.
at he said.
cycle. If the student waited 25 or
these options and trying to esta
30 days to
blish a test
"We have to pay the salaries
"We are working on getting
pay the bill, in effect he or she
of all the case on campus. If
something
had a credit people working,
one
test
case
wor
ks well, that works better and
(so)if that(bill)is not paid, then
limit," he said.
looks better. We are
othe
rs
may
be
implemented.
someone else had to pay for
very near the front edge of tech
it."
nology on
"We're looking at the viability
(of all this, we want to break
new ground."

"In this case we are
more like
custodians, as
opposed to paying
us money we're
owed."
Eliot Estabrook,

administrative systems
coordinator in charge of
MaineCard

General Student Senate

Elections
will be held September 26th.
Nomination forms are availabl
e starting September 12th
(and must be returned by Se
ptember 18th).
Forms may bepicked up at th
e
Student Government Office
3rd Floor, Memorial Union
All questions concerning the
elections or the duties of a
senator
may be addressed to Brent Lit
tlefield, Vice-President, or Bil
l Reed,
Fair Election Practices Commis
sion Chairperson, at the
Student Government Office,
581-1775. Current senators
(elected 1990-91)should chec
k-in a.s.a.p.
4
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